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Pauly Jail Building Company Secures
Contract for Installing Cells in
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Like Chinese War Department Issues Statement Denying Reports
of Trouble in Island.
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Washington, Dec. 2'.l. The var department Issued a statement today
In Cuban
concerning ilie situation
Which indicates that
conditions are
not alarming. The'statement siys: A
letter dated December 2:1 hat been
received from Governor Magoon which
contains the following passage:
"The present situation Is full of
hope and confidence thai the provisional government will have no occasion t deal with an uprising. The
continued tranquility of the Island under the present administration Is as
satisfactory as anything can be In
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CAVE DWELLINGS OF NEW MEXICO
A PUZZLE TO SCIENTISTS

Jail-Bid- s

for the steel - cells to be
placed In the new county Jail building
were opened yesterday at the afternoon session of the Board of County
Commissioners and the contract was
awarded to the Pauly Jail BtiilJlng
Company. Three sets of proposals
were received. The other bidders
Tie-u- p.
wore the Adams Steel and Wire
Works and Mesker and Brother.
The Pauly Jail Building Company's
pay bid for the three steel cells and
(to
corridor was 11,643, which, with the
cost of erecting and making connections made a total of 11.793. The othAnd Overtime Agreement-O- ne er
bids were as follows: Adams
Steel and Wire Works, cells complete,
Vessel Involved By
total.
1.C58,
plumbing, etc.,
Demands.
1,987. Mesker and
Brother, cells
complete, S1.349.S6, cost of erecting,
Total.
$541.34.
labor,
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 21). Following minting,
Jail Building
,890.70. Tho Pauly
the recent sailor's strike conies a disagreement with the officers of vessels, Company's projiosals were consequentwhich promises to result In one of ly the lowest.
the greatest labor troubles In connecIn addition to the three cells and
tion with Pacific Const shipping In re- corridor three patented lever sliding
cent years. This Is a strike of all loors were ordered at a cost of $75.
mil a patented key bar grating n an
ship officers except masters.
Ship Officers Want Better Salaries additional cost of $40, These bring
and Overtime.
'he aggregate amount of the con'rrict
The trouble hinges on the demand up to $1,908. The form of the conof the officers for overtime and an In- 'ract was approved by District Attorcrease In their salaries of $10 a month. ney R. C. Gortner. It was July dgn-The disagreement has already held up
and the company securing it will
one vessel, the Santa Ana, belonging file a bond covering half of the
'to the Northwestern Steamship Com- amount of the contract to Insure the
pany. Captain Henry, secretary of the carrying out of Its provisions.
Masters and Pilots' Association, deAt
yesterday's meeting of the
clares that the organization will stand board the matter of fire Insurauc? on
by the offlcers.
he new building was finally dispwel
Both Sides Firm and Trouble
of. The structure will be Insured for
Expected.
57,r00. Of this amount $5,000 will to
Both sides are obdurate, and there carried by the A. M. Bergere Com
is an understanding that there will be :any, and $2,500 by Mrs. L. A. Harno compromise.
vey. Communications were received
'rom several of the local agents regarding the reduction of the rate
COUNTY ACCEPTS
the
placed upon the building
ITS NEW JAIL board of underwriters, and theybywere
ordered spread upon the records as
Substantial Public Building Thoroughi part of the minutes of the meetly Inspected By Citizens and
ing.
Contractor.
Considerable other business was
transacted yesterday at the meeting
Santa Fe County this afternoon off- jf. the county commissioners and it
icially accepted the substantial and was late in the afternoon before
was taken.
The board
handsome new jail building which
to meet Monday, December
was erected by Contractor John A.
Laughlln of Trinidad, and was design- H, at 10 o'clock.
ed by Architect I. H. Rapp of East
A communication was received from
1.88 Vegas. The structure Is now comSuperintendent Marcelino Garcia of
plete .with the exception of installing he public schools of Santa Fe Coun-:y- ,
the. steel cages, the contract for
with reference to the changing of
which was awarded yesterday by the he boundary line between school dis
tricts Xos. 14 and 15. He asked that
county commissioners, and the
of the apartments comprising .he relocating of the boundary line
the sheriff's quarters.
n q iK's t ion be done- as requested In
Prior to being turned over by the i petition which bore the signatures
contractor the building was thoroughf the required number of legal resily inspected. Chairman Arthur Selig-ma- dents and heads of families required
of the county commissioners by law. The action of the superinheaded the Inspecting
committee. tendent In ordering
the boundary
Others In the part were Captain Ar- lne
was approved by
thur Trelford, superintendent of the the board, and the communication
New Mexico penitentiary: District At- A'as ordered included in the minutes.
collec-o- r
The treasurer and
torney R. C. Gortner, Probate Clerk
Marcos Castillo, Clerk A. 'M. Bergere
was ordered to harmonize the tax
of the First Judicial District Court, I. rolls for the year 190C on the schedule
if Manuel Roybal y Lopez of precinct
county commissioner-elec- t
Sparks.
from the first district; Major R. J.
So. 1, so as to read, real estate, $180,
president of the First National personal property, $100. Total, $280,
iBank, Architect I. H. Rapp, and Coness $200 exemption, balance, $80.
tractor John A. Laughlin.
O. C. Watson appeared before the
The big steel barred door for the board regarding the fire Insurance on
entrance to the cell house arrived this the county court house which expires
morning and was placed in position m January 17, 1907, and made a
this afternoon prior to the tour of in- statement regarding his position on
spection. Now that It has been hung same. The matter was deferred until
the jail 'proper will be ready for the the meeting Monday.
confinement of prisoners
Monday.
A. B. Renehan appeared before the
'Since- - the razing of the old jail the board in behalf of Ventura Anaya.
collector
.county charges have been sent to the The treasurer and
to
Is hereby ordered and directed
penitentiary for safe keeping.
Sheriff Antonio J. Ortiz and Justice harmonize the tax rolls for the year
of the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia have 1906 In the matter of Ventura Anahad their offices for some time In the ya of precinct No. 8 to read 1,500
sheriff's quarters.
County Commis- sheep at $1.35 instead of 2,500 sheep.
sioner A. L. Kendall was Intrusted An affidavit was filed with the schedwith the task of furnishing the living ule.
apartments of the sheriff and his famAttorney General W. C. Reid was
ily.
requested to appear for the county in
place of District Attorney R. C. Gortner, disqualified, in the case of A. B.
TOWNS1TE FRAUDS
Renehan vs. the Board of County ComIN INDIAN TERRITORY missioners, and he agreed to do so
without compensation.
The treasurer and collector was orSpecial Report Received By Secretary
of the Interior Hitchcock Not
dered to strike from the tax rolls for
Made Public.
the year of 1906, the assessment
against the Mutual Building and Loan
situated In
Washington, D. C, Dec. 29. The Association for 120 acres
14 R 8 E, the
report of William Dudley Foulke, section 20, township
the special Investigator sent to the same having been already assessed
Indian Territory by the President to against J. G. Schumann, the trustee.
collecThe treasurer and
report on the townslte fraud, ha?
harto
directed
and
ordered
was
tor
Hitchcock
been received by 'Secretary
and by him turne doVer to the law monize the tax rolls for the years
offices of the Interior Department for 1899 and 1900 on the 'property of
examination as to the legal questions Enestina Baca 1n precinct. No. 3 so
Involved. Its publication will not be that same shall be fixed at the same
made for weeks If at all. It covers, valuation as for the year 1906, proit ils understood, 'but one feature of vided the taxes are paid within ninethe affairs In Indian Territory and ty days.
collecThe treasurer and
until other reports bearing on similar matters are received by the secre- tor .was ordered and directed to hartary nothing will be given out in re- monize the tax rolls for the years
1903, 1904 and 1905 on the property
lation to the subject.
formerly owned by Allen Y6utig, deceased, namely a house and lot In
PRESIDENT'S ORDER
precinct No. 7, lot 6 block 79, so that
MAY BE MODIFIED the same shall be assessed at $200
each year, and he was further ordered
When New Secretary of the Interior and directed to assess said property
at the same figure for the year 1906.
Takes Charge Suspension of PatAs It- appears that his assessment or
ents Rule May Be Changed. return for said property was made for
1906.
'.....:
Special to the New Mexican.
L. iF. Montenle appeared before the
Washington, D. C. Dec. 29 When
the new secretary of the Interior, Gar- board in behalf of C. W. Dudrow and
6
field, takes charge of the department asked that the latter be allowed
The
on
cent
of
Interest
the
order
judgment.
per
the
coming spring,
during
the President made through Secretary same was (referred to the district atHitchcock suspending the issuance of torney, R. C. Gortner. It was not alattorpatents on public coal, a) and gas lowed on advice of the district
lands may be modified. Chief of the ney. He stated to the board he had
Forest Service Plnchot In a public no jurisdiction In the matter.
Probate Clerk-elec- t
George W. Arm-ijstatement made here today, defends
has filed his bond and it was apthe aotion of Mr. Hitchcock in the suspension of the allotment of lands In proved by the county commissioners
the Indian Territory to which he was as to form and sufficiency. The bond
called to account by the public lands is for $5,000. It was Issued by a
guaranty company.
committee of the Senate recently.
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Photograph of Puye Caves by

A.

B.

Craycraft of Santa Fe From

The Denver Republican Is publish- vate dwellings. These cave dwellings
a
typical one being oval
ing a series of articles on the C'lff vary In size--Coin-ain shape about nine feet by seven, and
Dwellings In New Mexico and
The follow- nine' feet high the roof or dome bedo
with illustrations.
to anpear ing conical. Off the main room Is
first
the
are
articles
two
ing
ind treat, of the dwellings from a found one or more small excavations
scientific and at the same time an interesting standpoint:
Second only In Interest to the cliff
dwellings of the Mesa Verde and in
he Mancos Canon In Colorado, are
.he cave dwellings In New Mexico
,iear Santa Fe and Espanolu.
Within a radius of say fifty miles of
Simla Fe there are a vast, number of
.lift and communal buildings, the age
)f which has puzzled scientists.
The ruins easiest of access art
those in the Jajarito Park and can bt
leached from Santa Fe or Espanola
Prom (he latter point one day Is a!!
hat Is necessary to make a cursory
examination of certain of the most interesting ruins. Leaving Espanola, a
station on the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad. 370 miles south of Denver
miles north of Santa
md thirty-fivmiles the
Fe, a drive of thirteen
greater portion of the distance over a
?Hd mesa road brings one to the
Puye cave dyelllngs.
"Unlike the ruins of the Mesa Verde
In Colorado, which are built on high
ledges under overhanging cliffs with
front and partition walls of splendidly
sonstructed and well preserved mas- onry the Puye ruins equally interesting and quite as old, are strictly cave
dwellings.
Description of Cave Dwellings.
These dwellings are mostly in high
md perpendicular cliffs. The cliff vll- for
lage at Puye was very extensive
uore than a mile and a half the south
face of a perpendicular wall ranging
iu height from twenty to 100 feet, is
literally honeycombed with the Co- -

one-hal-

-

e

j

ter what happens In the election, one
side or the other will take to the
I suppose thi Anglo
Saxon
woods.
will never understand
these people
Which This Cut Was Made.
and can never hope to do so. They
are something like the Chinese who
past, climbed the face of the wall to tell ghost stories to each other until
the communal buildings on top of the they frighten themselves to a point
mesa.
where they cannot sleep."
l
The ruins of Tsankawl, Otowi,
and the Frijolos are within easy
VALUABLE WORKS
reach of both Espanola and Santa Fe,
and are equally interesting and should
ARE SECURED
jail be visited as each presents Indi
vidual characteristics.
For New Mexico Historical Society
By President L. Bradford
Aztec Ruins Near Durango.
Prince.
Equally interesting and probably of
later origin are the Aztec ruins, In
The Historical Society library is
San Juan County. New Mexico, locat- soon to
have some rare and valuable
ed directly on the Farmlngtou branch
all In the line of southadditions
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
western history to which It confines
The ruins are less than two miles
Itself and in which line it will soon
from Aztec station. The partially debe the best collection In this section
molished structures afford convincing of the
country. During his recent
proof thai, at one time there must
to New York, Hon. U B. Prince,
trip
of many thouhave been
the
of the society, has desand people. The one big building, votedpresident
much time to this work and
Willi Its hundreds of rooms, waa from
has --succeeded In securing some books
six to eight, stories Iu height. In ad- of
special value.
dition, the ruins of many smaller
Among them is Oviedos' great, work
surover
the
are
scattered
buildings
in four quarto volumes, entitled as
rounding country for a number of follows: "Hlstorin General y Natural
nilhM.
del
de las Indios, Islas y TU
The dwellers In these buildings Mar Oceano, por el Capltan Gonzales
were an agricultural people, as Is evi- Fernandez de Ovedo y Valdez,
denced by the finding of corn, both
Cronista del Xuevo Mundo.
fhelle.l and on the cob, In vessels of
Also a complete set. of Hakluyt's
pottery and stoue In the ruins. As Voyages and Discoveries which infurther convincing proof of their clude all the early Spanish explorafarming proclivities, there ca easily tions and expectations. This will
be traced their old irrigating ditches. have to be rebound for the society and
That they were skilled in the art of will constitute 1G volumes.
Also two volumes of the Early
building is shown by their six or sev-r-Including
series,
story houses, constructed of stone Western Travels
and mortar, with fitted logs and Gregg, Ogden and Bullock.
beams. The stone for their buildings
was brought from a quarry several
CARDINAL DIES
miles west of their town, and the well
mounbroad
the
remains
of
marked
WHILE ASLEEP
tain road over which 'they hauled the
material may be plaiuly seen from And Another Found Unconscious But
Later Revived Heart Failure
passing trains.
and Paralysis.
Nav-'akw-

e

u

FERRY BOAT SUNK
PASSENGERS SAVED MURDERERS

MULTI-MILLIONAI-

A

Collided With Lighter in Hudson
River Eighteen H'orses Lost
In Accident.

PAUPER

Leonard of Wheat
Pit Fame a County Charge.
WHISKY

that might have been used for storage
purposes.'
The doorway Is oval in shape, apf
proximately two feet by three and
of four feet, and above the entrance is a hob six or seven inches In
diameter, supposed to afford an escape for smoke.
Many Interesting Pictographs.
The interiors are usually plastered
with adobe mortar and there are evidences of replasterlng some four or
five times. On the face of the perpendicular cliffs and high up are many
These
pictographs,
pictographs.
crude in their way. represent birds,
animals, and men and women, and are
numerous and exceedingly interesting.
met-.are the
On top of the Pu
ruins of a huge structure about 160
feet square. The walls aie well defined and In many places are four and
five feet. high. There are many rooms
nlso clearly outlined.
Much Ancient Pottery Buried Here.
Surrounding this enormous structure, on the surface and mixed with
the earth, are millions of small pieces
of decorated pottery. At one side of
the building a number of bodies have
been removed and the small bones Indicate a diminutive race of people.
With a few exceptions all the cave
dwellings are on the south side of the
mesa. At several places there are almost perpendicular pathways leading
from the cave dwellings, In the face
of the cliff, to the mesa above. These
pathways are worn deep In the rock,
iu some instances as many as twelve
inches, and little niches Indicate
where millions of feet have, In ageB

WAS

HIS

Death Found Neither Relative
or Friend to Watch Be-- .
side His Bed.

New York, Dec. 29. The ferryboat
of the Erie line was sunk in
collision with a freight lighter In the
Hudson River while on her way to
Street New York
the Twenty-thirslip from Hoboken, early today. All
passengers and the members of the
crew were saved, but eighteen horses
were drowned. There were only a
few passengers on the ferryboat at the
time of the accident. The collision occurred while the two boats were In
mid stream and the big ferry boat was
almost, cut In two and at once began
to sink. The passengers and crew were
taken aboard the lighter, but there
was not sufficient time to remove the
horses before the Patterson went
down.

Patterson

ASSASSINATE MIKADO
AND U. S. PRESIDENT

-

E

IN

Feared

Farmer Badly Injur-

Rome, Dec. 29. Cardiual Cavagnls
was found dead in bed this morning
having succumbed to paralysis of the
heart. Cardinal Tripepl was also reported to have died of paralysis during the night but after remaining unconscious for a short time he revived.
According to the latest reports from
the Cardinal's bedside he was sinking
fast. Cardinal Lulgl Tripepl was prefect of the Crongregation of Indulgences and sacred relics. He was born
in Italy in 1S36 and was created Cardinal in 1901. Cardinal Felice Cavag-niwas born in Italy in 1841 and created a Cardinal in 1901.

ago bloodhounds traced Macklln's asthe
where
sailant, to Darlington
scent was lost. The Chinaman is not
seriously wounded.
Race War Feared at Perry, Kansas.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 29. A spe-clto the Star from Perry, Kansas,
says: "Serious trouble between whito
citizens and a band of negroes of this
town Is
feared.
Already several
clashes have occurred and excitement
runs high. This feeling took new
life last evening, when Joseph Walter,
a white farmer living near Perry was
seriously injured in a fight on the
street with a negro named liryant.
The negroes are reported to have
threatened the lives of several citizens.

SIX KILLED IN

RUSSIAN STRIKE
Many Encounters at Lodz Where Situation is Becoming Grave
Authorities Active.
Lodz, Dec. 29. The situation here
'is rapidly becoming acute.
Sanguin-

ary encounters are frequent during
the day and up to this hour six persons were killed and twelve wounded.
The authorities at first supine are
now more active and are preparing to
meet all emergencies. It is general
ly anticipated that the workmen will
eventually secure the upper hand over the socialists, drive out the agita
tors and resume work within a few
days.
The owners of several of the larg
est factories here, employing 100,000
persons, today have announced their
Intention of closing this evening because of the system terrorism by the
extreme socialists. Several street encounters occurred today. Engineers
and skilled artesians are leaving Lodz.
Many wealthy Inhabitants have left
in anticipation of disorders.

NOT AFTER
PRESIDENCY BUT- Taft Says Ambitions Are
Political But Would Not
Decline Hight Honor.

Secretary
Not

Washington, D! C, Dec. 29. Secretary Taft made the following statement today concerning his political aspirations: "For the purpose of relieving the burden imposed by recent publications upon some of my friends
among the Washington newspaper correspondents, of putting further inquiries to me, I wish to say that my
ambition is not political and that I
am not seeking the presidential nomination. I do not expect to be the Republican candidate but I am not fool,
FIGHT GROVER CLEVELAND
PISTOL
in the Improbish enough to
WAS SERIOUSLY ILL able event that the nomination for so
great an office as that of president
to come to me, I should decline It
During Night One Desper- During Fore Part of Week Is Now were
for this would not be true."
Very
Convalescing Although
ado Wounded and ComWeak.
UNITED STATES ACCEPTS
Him.

BAY

IN

CORNFIELD

Near Sheridan Lake
Colorado

Killed

Lamar Marshal.

s

say-that-

panion Aiding

Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 29. Word received from Sheridan Lake early this
morning is that the two alleged murderers of City Marshal Frisble of
Lamar are now surrounded in a cornRabid Japanese Paper In Berkeley, field a short distance east of Sheridan
Lake. After a running fight with a
California, Urges Such a
posse about midnight, the men separCourse.
ated
but later met again.
Se9.
San- Francisco, Calif., Dec.
One Wounded and Companion Aiding
cret service agents here had their atHim.
tention called this morning to an inOne of them Is wounded and It is
BerkeIn
published
flammatory paper
supposed the other is trying to aid
ley by Japanese entitled "The Revo- him
and does not wish to desert him.
of
lution," in which the assassination
A heavy rain is falling in that vicinity
the Mikado and of 'President Rooseand has delayed the operations, but
velt and others In authority is advoMarked it is expected that the posse which
cated In plain language.
started from Sheridan Lake at daycopies of the paper were sent through
light will overtake the fugitives and
in
education
the mails to the board of
another
running fight will take place.
this city. The paper is printed in
A possee has also started from
both Japanese and English. The arTowner,, ten miles east to
ticles in the latter language are the
with the one from Sheridan Lake.
ones In which the assassinations are
Escape Cut Off and Capture or Death
advocated.
. . Certain.
All avenues of escape are closed and
RECEIVERS APPOINTED FOR
It is believed that it will be only a
CHICAGO-GUL- F
RAILROAD
short time before the men are either
29.
the
Dec.
applicaUpon
Mobile,
or killed.
tion of Messrs. Mouell, Morrison and captured
&
Railroad
Gulf
McLeod, the Chicago
EUROPE WRAPPED IN
BARONESS SHOULD
last night was placed in the hands of
SNOWY MANTLE.
MEXICONEW
COME TO
Messrs. F. C, Dewey & J. L. Dantzler
as receivers, by order of the Chancery
Is
Court at New Albany, Mississippi. The
Paris, Dec. 29. The continent
London, Dec. 29. Baroness
fall of snow
CouWs, who has been ill with road is part of the Mobile, Jackson covered with the heaviest
bronchitis since December 24, is re- & Kansas City line, which was re- in recent history. 'Railroad traffic in
in the hands of a
France, Spain, Switzerland and Belported to be in a critical condition to cently placed
gium Is seriously hampered.
day.

to
Chicago, 'Dec. 29. A dispatch
the Tribune from Spokane, Washington, says:
"The once millionaire wheat speculator, partner of "Old Hutch," in the
Chicago wheat pit, C. G. Ieonard,
died yesterday at the county poor
house, unmourned and unattended by
friends or relatives.' One son is Superintendent of' the largest steel mills
at Birmingham, Alabama. A daughter is the wife of Professor Fisher
In the Unlversty of California and
the wife and two other daughters reside In Chicago.
Love for Whisky Ruined His Life.
iDrink brought about his downfall,
which wrecked health and broke all
family relations. Leonard was born
e
years ago in New York.
Early in the eighty's he practiced law
He became associated
In Chicago.
with Hutchinson in the famous wheat
corner which made him a
He was once president of
the school board and (superintendent
of the Presbyterian
'Sunday school
here.

Shot Chinaman and
Tried to Holdup
Agent.

at

...

II

OKLAHOMA

IN

ed in Fight With Colored
Cnlia."
He also says with reference to the
Man
Perry.
strike at Camaguey: "There Is a fair
prospect of a strike of worklngmen
In the railway shops at Camaguy, and
El Reno, Okla., Dec. 29. It is beI
sent fifty artillery men there last lieved that the negro, supposed to be
night and this morning and am ad- a, soldier from Ft. Reno who last
vised that iho matter is unimportant." night held up and shot a Chinaman,
The following was received by the was the same man who last week
u private letter from a shot and seriously wounded
department
Captain
military officer holding a high sta- Edgar A. Maeklin: Late yesterday a
tion In Cuba dated December 22.
negro answering the description of
"Rverything goes quietly here and 'Miicklin's assailant attempted to hold
there is no marked change In any re- up a railroad agent at Dalinglon near
spect. We have continual intimations here. The agent, knocked the negro-dowfrom all sorts of sources that no matbut he escaped.
Several days

fib i

f

CRIES

BRYCE

New York, Dec. 29. News of the illness of Grocer Cleveland at, his home
in Princeton, New Jersey, published
here today, is' accompanied with the
reports that his condition was serious
etrly in the week, but that he is now
again convalescing. Mr. Cleveland had
an attack of indigestion last Sunday
night, which did not yield readily to
His physician says his
treatment.
sufferings have weakened him considerably, but that he had come through
the attack well.

AS AMBASSADOR.

London, Dec. 29. The formal acceptance by the United States of
James Bryce as ambassador at Washing-ton
was received 1n a cablegram
fwiw the American capital
which
reached the foreign office during the
night. Mr. Bryce's appointment will
be officially gazetted Monday.
THAW'S TRIAL SET FOR
JANUARY TWENTY-FIRS-

New York, Dec. 29. It was announced at the district attorney's office yesterday that the trial of Harry
K. Thaw for the mhrder of Stanford
White will take place in the criminal
J. J. Hill Says He Will Not Retire branch of the
Supreme Court before
As President of Great NorthThe trial Is
Justice Greenbaum.
1.
ern July
scheduled for January 21.

WOULD LIKE TO
QUIT BUT CANT

fifty-thre-

-

Bur-dett- e

St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 29. J. J. Hill,
a statement for publication today
denied that he Intended to retire on
July 1 as president of the Great North-cRailroad saying, however, that he
would like to be relieved of the responsibilities of hla position, but could
not see his way clear to do so yet.
li;

FORGED MANY DOCUMENTS
POSING AS NEWSPAPER

MAN

Spokane, Dec. 29. Isaac Raines, a
forger of international reputation, who
has operated as a representative of
the Associated Press in Germany,
France and throughout the United
States has been arrested here.

EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
AT VALPARIASO.

SPANISH

WAR

VESSELS
TO TANGIERS.

New York, Dec. 29. A Valparlaso
Madrid, Dec. 29. The Spanish arspecial says that a violent earthquake
was felt there Thursday and two mored cruiser Carlos V. and the bat
slight ones followed in the evening tleship Pela To have been ordered to
sail for Tangier on January 2.
but no damage resulted.

SANTA FE HEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

PACE TWO.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Sec'y-Trea-

Entered aa Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier
DaMy, per month, by carrier
Dally, per month, by mall
Dally, one year, by mall

..

Daily, six months, by mail
Dally, three months, by mall,...
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
7.50 Weekly, per quarter

$ .25
1.00
75

.,

4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
75

The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
'are and growing circulation
Tery poatofflce In the Terrltar. and
among the Intelligent and progressive people oi me Southwest,

bu i

THE CARRIZOZO OUTLOOK.
The Outlook heretofore 'published
at White Oaks, the pretty mining
camp in Lincoln county, hy editor
Lee H. Rudlsille, has been sold
printing plant, patronage, good will
and all to N. S. Rose, an attorney
at Carrlzozo, a thriving town and division railroad
point In the same
county. The paper will be published
hereafter at Carrlzozo under the editorship and management of Mr. Rose.
The latter has had considerable experience In newspaper business In
this Territory having managed and
edited the Cerrillos Rustler, published at Cerrillos In this county a number of years. Mr. Rose has the ex-- '
perienee and the ability to make a
s
publication out of the Outlook.
This he can and will do If
the people of his town and section
support him as they ought to. It is
understood that the paper Will be Republican In politics and that is another good thing. There cannot be
too many good loyal and outspoken
In the SunRepublican newspapers
shine Territory.
first-clas-

MATTERS IN ARIZONA
Arizona
lire having
they
rouble in assessment and tax
just as In New Mexico and from
all appearances they are greater in
It is a well known fact
every way.
there aro many very wealth" mining
corporations and cattle svnllcites in
it hat
that essape almost
Territory
without taxation or if they pay anything at all towards the support of
the Territorial government, ray InsigIn New Mexico
nificant amounts.
there Is more or less of this also,
but not in as a great a ilejree a in
Arizona.
One teason fo: this Is that
has not yet dethis Territory
veloped as big and as well paying
mining properties as are found in
the Hisbee and iDouglas camps, in
the Clifton and Morenci milling regions, In the Globe and othr mining
districts in Arizona. The land and
cattle syndicates as well as the lumber trusts appear about as bad In
one Territory as in the other. Fair
assessment and just taxation do not
seem to reach them to any alarming
extent.
The Arizona Gazette published f.t
Phoenix, the Capital of the Territory,
puts the situation in plain and simple
language in discussing the case of
in
the richest mining corporation
Arizona, namely the Copper Queen
e
Mining syndicate operating In the
and Douglas camps. This corporation it Is understood has declared
millions of dollars in dividends for
the past two years to Its eastern
stockholders, but precious tittle has
it paid in taxes. Of course there
are others. The Gazette says:
"The action of the Copper Queen
Company In Invoking the aid of the
courts in an attempt to defeat tne action of the Territorial Board of Equalization in raising the assessed valuation of many of the great mining corIndeed
porations, was no surprise.
this action has been confidently looked forward to as In line with the polipeople.
cy of the Phelps-Dodg"This company which since its organization, has practically toeen exempt from taxation, has consistently
fnnirlit everv move looking to it be
ing forced to pay some slight portion
of the taxes it was justly liable for
and this latest suit brought in Cocblse
County is but a repetition of others
gone before.
"Laying aside consideration of the
legal phase of the question the suit
instituted by the Copper Queen is a
on the 'business
sad commentary
methods employed by the latter day
corporations that control millions and
nnv other millions In yearly earnings
and while demanding the .protection of
the law and the benefits ot government refuse to pay a few paltry nun
dred's in the way of taxes.
inveigh
financial
"The
giants
against what they are pleased to term
the 'masses
of
the arraignment
against the classes,' they call it a
crime when some 'agitator' brings to
the public notice such travesties on
justice as have been the enforcement
of Arizona's tax laws in the past, but
it is business methods such as the
Copper Queen employs In the matter
of taxation that have brought odium
on great aggregations of wealth and
will ultimately force respect of the
law and justice upon them."
TAX
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PRESIDENT
FOR
CANDIDATES
AND SPEAKER IN THE
37TH ASSEMBLY.
From Raton comes the report that
Horace C. Abbott, the well known
stock raiser of Springer, Colfax Counof the House of
ty, and member-elec- t
Representatives of the 37th Legislative Assembly, may have his name
presented by his friends for the se
lection of speaker when the AssemMr. Abbott has lhad no
bly meets.
legislative experience in New Mexi
co, but is a man of education and
knowledge of public affairs. This, according to the best Information obtainable, means that there are four
candidates for the position In the
field on the Republican side, namely,
Roman L. Baca, of Santa Fe County;
H. B. Holt, of Dona Ana County; E.
C. Abbott, also of Santa. Fe County,
but elected from the Tenth District
composed of the counties of Santa
Fe and Sandoval, and Horace C. Abbolt, of Colfax County. The contest
will be a good natured one and will
be decided for the best Interests of
the people and of tihe 'Republican par
named, Mr,
ty. Of the candidates
Baca has had the most legislative ex
perience, having been elected' twice
heretofore to the House of the Assem
bly to represent Santa iFe County. He
has also served as assistant chief
clerk, as translator and as Interpreter
In the House for several terms. Cap
tain E. C. Abbott has served one term
as a member from the county of Taos,
.while H. B. Holt and H. C. Abbott
have never been elected to a legislabefore
tive office In New Mexico
although Mr. Holt haa served as chief
clerk of the Council and House and
has held other positions aa a
employe.
In jthe Legislative Council so far as
mow known, the candidates lor the
honorable position of president are
Charles A. Spiess of San Miguel
County, and Carl A. 'Dalles of Torrance County. Botih have had .much
Mr.
Spiess
experience.
legislative
three terms in the Council and Mr.
Dalles three terms to .the House of
one of these as
Representatives,
speaker. Id this case also it looks as
if a decision will be arrived at with- legiis-ativ-

out friction and that tho best inter-esi- s
of tho people and of the Republican party will govern as In the selection of a speaker In the House.
Such a course, both In the Council
and in the House will certainly redound to the benefit and prove for
the best Interests of all concerned,
and will do much towards ensuring
the right Liml of legislation by the
Assembly during Us coming session.
THE SUCCESS OF DRY FARMING.
Colorado will hold its first dry farm
ing Congress nexi month at Denver.
Governor .McDonald has issued a call
for the convention which is to discuss
the splendid results already attained
by dry fanning but which are as no"i
ing to the results that will be at
tained in the course of the next few
ywirs, for dry funning is winning out
in the arid regions and will perforin
wonders with land that formerly w.v
thought good only for sagebrush and
cacti. New Mexico Is sharing in the
triumph and the profit of dry farming
and has set to naught tho prophecy
uttered by an officer of the Reclamation Service only a year or so ago,
that, one million acres 1s tho limit of
the area that will ever be under culti
is
There
vation in this Territory.
scarcely any limit to the dry farming
possibilities and instead of one million, there may be twenty to thirty
millions of acres bearing crops In the
Sunshine Territory before many more
years have passed. The success of
dry farming during the past year was
attained without much effort and
while the result was not only encouraging but magnificent, it is merely an
Indication ot what will be accomplished when really scientific methods
of drv farming are adopted by the set
tlers on the part of the ipublic domain
which is not under ditch.
Exclusive ot the Sunta Fe County
bonded debt, principally what is
called the "railroad aid bonds," the
financial condition of this county is of
the very best, thanks to the prudence,
economical and honest management of
its financial and county affairs during
the past ten years, especially by the
Board of County Commissioners in office during the last six years. The
New Mexican hopes tfoit this satisfactory state of affairs will be the order
of the day during the coming two
years. This paper will do Its level
best to bring it about. The members
of the incoming county administration
will receive due credit where it Is
justly due them. Should criticism be
necessary, although the New Mexican
hopes this will not be the case, this
will not be spared.
The first considerations In Santa Fe County In the
administration of its affairs are honesty, competency and efficiency on the
part of the officials who will take office January 1st next.
The pictorial possibilities of the
scenery of the lower iPecos Valley
are demonstrated by a sumptuously
illustrated pamphlet printed In Colo
rado Springs, Colorado, for J. J.
Hagernian of Chaves County, father
of Governor 'Hagernian,
The pamph
let is descriptive of the South (Springs
ranch, probably the finest private estate In New Mexico, and the greater
part of which Mr. Hagernian is placing on the market. On this ranch is
the largest mature apple orchard in
the Southwest and large areas of al
falfa and range not to speak of broad
acres In other crops. The Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railway passes
over it and the South Spring River
has Its source on the ranch and flows
through it, as Is shown by a large
map which accompanies the pamphlet
that has reached the desk of 'the New
Mexican.
The ranch Is a veritable
principality and the only reason given by Mr, Hagernian for his desire
to dispose of it is that he is too old
and that its management imposes too
great a burden upon him in his present physical state.
The city of Carlsbad, progressive
and enterprising in many directions,
has been so busy as to have forgotten
its sanitation, and in consequence is
now paying the penalty, with usury,
in typhoid fever cases. It always has
been and always will he poor economy
on the part of towns and cities to
sanitation. Santa Fe. too, ought
to take the lesson to heart. Even If
It costs money, it should extend its
sewer svstem and have 'it dark snots
cleaned up at municipal expense if
private owners can not be compelled
to do their duty by police regulations.
muOf course, the present
take
will
administration
hardly
nicipal
this advice and in consequence, 'innocent 'persons may have to pay the
smallpenalty upon the outbreak of a
the
pox or typhoid fever epidemic in
spring.
Recent publications recall the rule
successful polfollowed by an
itician "Travel a thousand miles to
see a man rather than write him o
personal letter."
old-tim- e

Major General Leonard Wood Is accused of muzzling army officers in the
Philippines. That's queer. "Lenny"
has profited largely by letting the
other fellows do the talking, while he
sawed wood and jumped.

The man without an income Is just
as willing to pay nn Income tax as
the man without nn office Is to grab
one,

SUCCESS

TO THE PECOS

VALLEY

NEWS.
The Pecos Valley News published
at iArtesia. Eddy County, issued a
creditable Christmas edition under
date of December 27th. Tne edition
contains 2S pages, a number of
and interesting articles and
or
several illustrations descriptive
the town of Artesia, the countiry surrounding it and the northern part
of Eddy county. The 'News is a new
'New Mexico,
miner in southeastern
but it Is rapidly forging to the front
and is attaining prominence ana inIt is but four months old
fluence.
and If it continues to grow and extend
uun
in uswuiness anu
the coming twelve months as It has
exIn the first four months of its
beistence, It bids fair not only to
come a well 'paying newspaper propand
erty, but also to make Itself felt
that strongly in tho advancement,
the progress, the Industrial life nnd
the political atmosphere of southeastSuccess to the
ern New Mexico.
News and its editor. Both have the
best .wishes of the Now Mexican for
the year 1007.

HANDLING

LABRADOR.
1,

rence.
Day by day from the hilltop you note
their slow progress. Each day sees
new forms emerging on the northern
horizon, while old, familiar bulks are
lost to view In the south. Each month's
Icebergs are natives of a more northern
Hence the bergs of the lute
summer, though fewer lu number, are
Individually larger tbuu those of the
earlier purt of the season, because they
have been longer lu the making, coming from further north.
June's Icebergs are Labrador's own
product and have broken off from the
Ice field that has lilted the bays and
extended far iuto the ocean In tho previous winter. July's bergs come from
Baffin Laud, while the huge bulks of
August are natives of Kane buy and
the far northern rim of Greenland,
a
of
in
the
grasp
shivered
Cuba
where mau has never been, W. B.
Northers this week and Clenfuegos on Conant In Boston
Transcript.
coldest weather

that island reports the
ever experienced by it. The summit
of Mount Vesuvius, Italy, Is covered
with snow; Great Britain has been In
tho clutches of a blizzard for the pasl
two weeks; the Atlantic Coast, of the
United States has experienced snow
and Intense cold since a few days before Christmas, nnd the orange crop
of Florida has been destroyed by
freezing weather. Even the Southwest
is getting a little touch of winter as
the New Year approaches although
December had been thus far more
like May than a winter month.

DOG DON'TS.
Don't take the dog calling on a
friend who owns a cut.
Don't make his lite a miserable burden by taking him shopping.
Don't permit him to Jump on a caller,
wiping his dirty puws over her best
gown.

Don't take him calling at all, to have
htm run around a friend's house chewing up rubbers, etc.
Don't permit him to salute you with
his tongue und then suy rapturously,
The Republican party of New Mex- "See how he kisses me."
ico has taken pretty good care of ItDon't let him hup up on the chairs,
self since 1800 and it looks as if it so that the next person who sits there
had sufficient ability to do so here- will acquire a cost of dog hairs.
after In pretty good shape despite
Don't tie him up and go off for the
temporary reverses and defeats. Such day in order that he may make tin
come to nil political parties In this neighbors miserable with his howling
country. As far as newspapers and
Don't expect outsiders to have the

politicians hostile to Republican prin- same admiration fur him aud uccord
ciples and to Republican party suc- him the same indulgent treatment you
cess are concerned, their advice and do. Exchange.
wishes will not cut, much ice and Indeed ought not to.
Beyoud lllm.
In the staging of one of his earlier
Every' annual record in railroad plays Joseph Jeffersou, accompanied
building in the United States for by a friend, attended a rehearsal, at
eighteen years was broken by the which a lively disagreement arose
two of the actresses as to the
year 1900, rails being laid for over
six thousand miles of new railroads possession of the center of the stage
r
during the past twelve months. How- during n certain scene. While the
ever, in 18S7 more than twice this milpoured oil upou the troubled waeage was constructed and 1907 will ters Jeffersou sat carelessly swinging
have to come up to that record ln or- his feet from the rail of an adjoining
der to relieve the congestion of traffic box. The friend could stand it no
which has tied up most of the
longer.
"Good graslous, Jefferson," he exthis mouth.
claimed, "this will ruin your play.
Colorado winds up the present year Why don't you settle matters? You
with a lynching, which shows that could If you only would!"
New Mexico Is still in a class by itself
Jeffersou shook his head gravely, but
as far as the maintenance of law nnd with a twinkle In his eye. "No, George,"
order are concerned for the Sunshine ha replied, "the Lord only made one
Territory has had no lynching for n man who could ever manage the sun
good many years although
pretty and moon, and you remember even be
nearly every state that deems Itself let the stars alone." Harper's Weekly.
superior to this Territory has a black
One Came of Ere Dlaeaae.
mark against. It In the lynching line.
A Scotch surgeon recently called atCimarron, Colfax County, the his- tention to the connection between an
toric and rejuvenated, will take an- uncared for mouth with carious teeth
other step toward growth and pros- and a form of eye disease. He describes three cases, In each of which
perity, and that is the establishment
In very bad condition.
of a newspaper, which
is already the teeth were
were
The
and spongy, bleedsoft
gums
promised ample support and promises
to he a financial and journalistic suc- ing easily, while tiny drops of pus could
cess from the start. Here's good luck be pressed out from their margins. The
breath bad a sour smell, and the comto the new venture!
plexion was of a muddy, sallow tint,
In
for these cases the first step
Congressional talk of an Inheritance wascaring
to purify the mouth and put the
tax does not seem to worry
teeth into good condition. Such proas much as talk of an income
with suitable tonics
tax. Most of us worry more about the cedure, together
and local eye treatment, brought about
troubles we expect here than about a
This Is only one
perfect recovery.
those we may have hereafter.
example of the serious nature of dental
diseases.
Senator Crane is proving his right
to bo called a brave and daring man,
Iron.
by trying to unite the Republican
In an article on prehistoric Iron the
Senators on the party's, next Presi- Industrial World states that during
dential candidate.
Roman occupation, from the middle of
the first century to 411, England bad
Congressman Miller, of Kansas, who a commercial Iron Industry, which has
is helping Senator Klltredge go after beeu continuous to the present time.
the lumber trust, would seemingly be The Swedish Industry hag been conmore In his natural element chafing tinuous from the thirteenth century or
the grain trust.
earlier. In the American colonies the
first successful attempt at Iron making
The Russian tourist who said Con- was at Lynn, Mass., In 1045.
gress was like the iDouma did not go
A Hard Slap.
so far In hils blindness as to discover
"Very well, sir," cried Dr. Kwack
a likeness to the Czar' In the Presinfter his quarrel with the undertaker,
dent.
"I'll make you sorry for this."
"Whut are you going to do?" sneered
And the first important official act
"Retire from practof Secretary Strauss was an opinion the undertaker.
ice?"- Philadelphia Press.
imstate
the
to
has
that a
assist
right
migration. He's from Root's state,
The New Mexican can do printing
toe.
qual to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
If, as the ancients believed, a man
rork we turn out. .Try onr work once
gets a new body every seven yearB,
and you will certainly come again. We
why can't a politician get a hunch of
have all the facilities for turning out
new opinions in the same time?
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west
In sending a Riddle asi ambassador
to Russia Is Mr.' Roosevelt trying to
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi
start the Czar to guessing? .
cates tor sale by the New Mexican
..v..
Printing Company.
A popular motto In Congressional
circles Is, "Get the appropriation
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the tierr Mexican
first; then discuss its constitution-aliiy."
::v..
.:';:.;'.''''."-'-Printing Company.
mun-age-
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MEN.

It Faanl anting Proo.a.los of Coloa-- Dlrertlnaj Other. In Bnalneas Da
nianda Tact and Ability.
Fantaitlo Ioeber,
Business men ofteu fall because they
It Is the icebergs that make Labrador
fascinating. They greet you when you
steam out of the strait of Belle Isle,
the northern gateway of the gulf of
St. Lawrence, and bead northward up
the coast of Labrador. Tbey come
floating from the north, an endless procession, all shapes, fantastic, colossal,
statuesque, even grotesque a magnificent assemblage of crystal domes and
turrets and marble fortresses. Your
steamer picks Its wny carefully amoug
them lest they be jealous or her intrusion and fall over upun
And lu
the midst of this glorious company you
come to Battle Harbor.
The settlement is on an island perhaps 200 yards lu diameter, which is
the outpost of a larger island, and
plows the waves of the ocean like the
prow of some gigantic ocean liner. In
storms tho spray leaps almost across
Its ledgy surface. A cove hides behind
the bluff sea wall, and on its rim nestles a tiny village of whitewashed cottages. You climb the bill to the lookout, Away to the north and south
spreads out the vast procession of the
Icebergs. They come out of the north,
the fog surrounding their tops and
streaming like smoke from their pinnacles. They move slowly southward,
perhaps three or four miles a day.
Some go directly south down the Newfoundland coast, some turn west as
they approach the strait und are swept
by the tide into the gulf of St. Law-
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d not know how to handle men. They
cm do their own work all right, but
they tire failures wheu It comes to directing others. They lack tact, diplomacy.
Many men antagonize others; they
lack patience, lose temper, fly to pieces
over little things. And no man Is a
good lender who cannot control himself. .
A great tunny business men seem to

think that It takes a deal of driving,
scolding, fault finding, to get the best
out of others. It Is, however, Just the
opposite.
Employees never give up
their best In response to forcing methods.
I know a young man who promises
to be a leader In his line who is as
quiet and gentlemanly In his methods

as a modest woman. He never raises
his voice, never gets angry. When an
employee needs correcting, Instead of
scolding or nagging he sits right down
and shows blm or her just how to do
the thing. He tries to help them out of
their difficulty, not to confuse them.
He does not need to scold, because ev
erybody respects him, admires him
and knows that he is always trying to
do the fair thing, to give a square deal,
that he wants only what Is Just right
and there Is nothing arbitrary In bis
methods.
The result Is he does not need to
storm around his establishment aud
use abusive, profane language.
He
knows there Is a stronger force, a better way tbau that. The result Is that
be has perfect discipline.
Not one would think of taking advantage of him or trying to deceive blm,
because he Is so kind, square, true.
I know another mau in business
near by him who adopts just the oppo
site method. He storms and swears,
scolds, nags, goes through his estab
lishment like a bull through a china
shop, making everybody feel mean and
disagreeable. Nobody respects him. He
rules by brute force, keeping every
body cowed nnd afraid of him. They
obey blm nnd let him impose upon
them in order to avoid a sceue or for
fear they will lose their positions. If
an office boy or stenographer makes a
little mistake he will go all to pieces,
fly Into a rage and make It very un
comfortable fe-- everybody about him.
People waiting In the outer office
often hear loud talking and most abusive language In his private office. But
he Is not nearly as successful as his
quiet, unobtrusive neighbor.
He never thinks of recognizing one
of his employees ou the street.
The other man always lifts his hat
to the humblest girl In his employ und
has a pleasant smile for everybody, because he feels an Interest In everybody and they all love him. Success.
The Vlalou of Inaecta.
A notable fact about the vision of In
sects aud one which It may bo sup
posed must largely Influence their view
of the external world Is the number of
facets or lenses In compound eyes. A
German naturalist, K. Lelnemaiin, has
been painstaking enough to count the
number of facets In the eyes of no
fewer than 150 species of beetle. He
finds that lu the same species aud sex
the number Increases with the size of
the body. There Is usually uo permanent difference between the sexes as to
the number of facets. Occasionally,
however, the difference is marked, 'as
in the case of Lampyrls splendldula,
In which the male has 2,500 and the
female 300. One species is noted which
has the extraordinary number of 24,000
facets in Its eye. The number of facets
la greater lu the rnpldly moving active
forms than In the more sluggish species. Philadelphia Record.
Claa.loal and Roman t!o Mualc.
Classical composers are those of the
first rank who have developed music
to tho highest pitch of perfection on Its
formal side, and, In obedience to gen
erally accepted laws, preferring aesthet
ic beauty, pure and simple, over emotional content, refusing to sacrifice
form to characteristic expression. Romantic composers are those who have
sought their Ideals In other regions and
striven to give expression to them, Irrespective of the restrictions and limitations of form and the conventions of
law composers with whom, in brief,
content outweighs manner. "How to
Listen to Music," Krehblcl.
Preserving; Leather.
Leather goods, if their appearance is
to be preserved, should not be kept In
places that are too dry, as the heat will
cause the leather to crack. Nor in
damp places that will make It moldy.
To freshen leather chair seats, traveling bags, book covers, etc., that have
become shabby or spotted, rub them
with the well beaten white of an egg.
Sole leather bags are best cleaned by
using ordinary russet shoe polish,
cleaning them in the same way that
shoes are cleaned.
The Social Whirl.
Fair Hostess I want you to take
that lady over there by the door lu to

dinner. My husband says she is a bit
of an old frump, but as she has money
one of his greatest friends has just
married her for it, and we must be
nlce'.to her. Guest I am sorry, but.
you see, I am the particular friend who
married her.

1906.
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
--0

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

BEBfiEBE

Washington Avenue
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GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

PENN

FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

JJational Surety

Co., of

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Frees the Button we do the rest.

Cofonaclo Hotel
Q. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of the Coronado Restaurant
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado Is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal In the City. ' First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

South Side Plaza.
G

222 San Francisco St.

LUPE HERRFRV

Proprietor.

fcANTA FE, KkW MEXICO.

DUDROVV

& tfOBTEME

Ofidertakers zed

Enbalaers
ALL KK3J

07 FICTURE

FRAMING.

.

Residence No. 106, Grant 'Avenue, Foot of Palace Avenue, Nights
8unday
Telephone No. 142.

and

A Rival's Opinion.
Mrs. Style Mrs. Cashe has a great
deal of embonpoint. Mrs. Parvenu-Th- en
If she has a good deal ot It, 1
know she got It cheap. Baltimore
American.

Life Insurance was Invented by Pascal, whose "theory of probabilities"
and "law of averages" still govern
business.

te

The New Mexican Bindery la turn
lrg out tome ot the most artistic

binding In the Southwest. It 1" the
mo.)t completely equipped bindery In
the Rocky Mountain states south of
it headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
in handling land office' blanks, necessary in homestead entries and In mln
eral applications. Prices low, especi
ally in quantities. Circulars giving
full Information furnish-- ' m application.
If you want, anything on eartb
a New Mexican "ad." -

try

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
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Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars,
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
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Quay County.
Robert Greer, who, Is farming on a
homestead claim on the Pajarito, Is
selling corn in Tucumcarl at 60 cents
a bushel. He reported that he raised
1,000 biiBhols on a small tract during
tho past season,
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Establishes In 117a
Town property In Tucumcarl Is
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Prssldent
gradually increasing in value as a re-suit of the Influx of settlers and men
ALFRED H. IRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
hunting business locations.
Assistant Cashlor.
School will begin at Brock tiie first
Monday In January,
Ellis Ivey, a cattleman near Me- vuleto Station, who has been ill In
urslNS ana" UnM- -' 'ad ProSt SMLSSI.
Tucumcarl, has recovered sufficiently
Capital HIM
to be about again.
Alex Downs, who was until recently
employed In the water service of the
Loan
El Paso & Southwestern Railroad,
Transacts a gsnsral banklni business In all its branches.
was arrested recently and placed In
A
colmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
Jail at Tucumcarl on a charge of sign
V)
ing the name of Superintendent Wilataral aecurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all marksts for
liam Lane to a check made out for
'
over $100.
Its customers. Buy's and sells domeetlo and foreign exchange and
Eddy County,
mikw taicaraahlc transfer of money to all aarts of Mw civilized H The little son of Mrs. Belle Wheat
of Carlsbad died recently of typhoid.
world on as liberal tsrms aa are given by any
y The little town of Malaga Is ex" ......... ...kma i. nriuVita. intareat allowed on time deaoslta at the
periencing a boom. A. M. Higday,
r
who engineered the town site boom at
K .,.. j, r
:
rats of three aer cent per annum, on a alx month' or year's term, g Lake Arthur, has undertaken to put
Malaga on the road to prosperity. The
.
.
. ..
aIUk and BPOdUetB.
..a.nm.nta
i
..w ......
v.... nl. llua
has com
lIDerai aavancae manai. un
Company
,y. Groves Lumber
menced the erection of sheds for a
and
In
the
Its
line,
of
banking
all
patrons
orders
The bank cxecutei
lumber yard and some one Is building
a blacksmith shop. A new hotel will
la eon- In
aa
all
liberal
triatmeni
respects,
ae
to
them
extend
alms to
shortly be erected to accommodate the
Da- of
sound
Safety
banking.
the
g rush of expected land buyers and
principles
slstent with safsty and
homeseekers.
of the publle la respectfully as- posit boxes for rsi.L The patronage
Over 100,000 square feet of cement
Melted.
sidewalk was laid In Carlsbad during
the past year in addition to the walks
already down. It Is now proudly
boasted that a visitor can walk nearly
five miles on clean, well kept sidewalks In Cnrlsbad.
Colfax County.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Miss Flora, Whitfield has recovered
ROSWBLL, HBW MKX1CO.
from injuries received by a fall from
ja buggy recently which might have
resulted more seriously. In company
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NSW MEXICO
with A. W. Allison, slw was driving
in iRaton when the horse
became
frightened and cramped the buggy,
EstaMiahed and Supported by the Territory.
throwing the occupants Into an arro-yo- .
They fell about twenty feet and
both were severely bruised and cut
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
by contact with the sharp stones and
Collets. New buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modern and coin
gravel.
oloctrlc-lighteall
conveniences.
plete;
baths, waterworks,
A holiday wedding
in Raton was
that of 'M1ss Maud Jones of Raton
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per sesslou. Session It
and Noel Vance of Cimarron.
,hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Frank O'Neil, iSalino Atencio and
Julian Corris are languishing in jail
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 8,700 (eet above
as tihe result of an assault upon MarSunshine ;very 'day from September to June.
tin iShoup at Raton who was robbed
REQENTS-Nsth- au
Jaffa, W. iS Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
of several watches and some money
after being beaten and choken.
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
Oterc County.
For particulars address
COL, J. W, WILLSCN, Supt.
In response to a petition of citizens to the postoffice department at
Washington, Oiogrande will be made
a money order office after the second
day of January, 1907.
The Southwestern is building an
Immense water tank at the Orogrande
depot so that trains can be supplied
with water. Either the company will
supply the water or the railroad coms
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these
pany will pipe direct from the big
located In the midst of the Ancient
has been thoroughly tested by reservoir.
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to in the
An Alamogordo Bard who had a fit
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- of the muses sent the following to
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's the Otero County Advertiser:
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
iStng a song of Alamo,
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
Shops have gone away,
Division moved to Carizo,
dally line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc.,
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
Simmons says "to Stay."
from 90 to J 22 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
'
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains
Still we have" our water
And plenty of blue sky,
very dry and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon reround.
There is now a commodious quest. .This resort is attractive at all
'Taint an easy matter
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and is open all winter. PasTo make a good town die.
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Two hundred and fifty head of horstagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day. es were driven overland recently to
These waters contain 1,086.24 grains Faro for round trip from Santa Fe to El Paso from Alamogordo and from
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
that point were sent by rail to points
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
address
in Georgia for sale to planters.
The
most of the animals were bought
from small ranchers in the Sacramento Valley. Later another drove
of horses were shipped from Alamogordo to Oklahoma npints. During
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N .M the past year, a car load or two of
horses ihave been shipped out of Otero
County each month. There was a
time when range horses were a drug
on the market in the Sacramento
country, but it does not take much
of a. horse now to bring its owner
"0. Good saddle ponies are particuMANUFACTURER OF
larly in demand.
DEALER IN
G. H. Mitchell of Alamogordo, has
Filigree
begun
selling out his stock of merWatches, Clock Jewelry
chandise and will later open a store
at Silver City.
t
Hani Paintei China.
The El Paso & Southwestern Railis
road
Company,
laying a line of pipe
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Bugs &Dd In.
from the old water tank south of the
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
depot in Alamogordo to a more conWest Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
venient point for supplying engines.
By this means it will not be necessary
to move a train before the locomotive
can be supplied with water.
Alamogordo has been In the clutches of a coal oil famine and there has
also been a scarcity of flour. The latter situation was relieved by the arrival of a belated car load which was
sold to the merchants.
General Manager W. R. Eidson, of
the Alamogordo Improvement Company is expected from Chicago the
first of January to look after the inMr. Eidson
terests of the company.
is one of the chief promoters of tue
Sanitarium
American
Company and will Inspect the work
that has been done on the buildings.
OP SANTA
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

H. C. Yontz

pelican

'
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, an they oanno
reach the teat of the disease. Catarrh Is a
Mood or constitutional disease, aud In order
to cure It you must take internal remedies.
HH's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
aotsdlreetly on the blood and mucous
Hall's Catarrh (Jure Is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country lor yean aud
Is a regular prescription. It.la composed of
the best tonics known, combined with the
best biood puritiers. aettu directly on the
vuooue surfaces. The perfect combination
of the two Ingredients la what produce such
wonderful results In ourlng Catarrh. Send
for testimonials free.
P. i. CHENEY A CO.. Propt., Toledo, O,
Sold by Druggists, price 15c
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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PUBLIC 8PEAKER INTERRUPTED.
Public speakers are frequently interrupted by people coughing. This
would not happen if Foley's Honey
and Tar were taken, aa it cures
coughs and colds and prevents pneumonia and consumption. The genuine
contains no opiates and is In a yellow package. Ireland's Pharmacy.
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THREE."

Willard WillTHE
jtflake a fowp
WILLARD,
Cx-A-TEW-A-

-IT

Wlllard la located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancla Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and 3. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a proapeUive line to El Paso surveyed part way. 'it has fine water In abundance and it Is the only point on the entire new line where
there Is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER, It has Push, It has promise, it has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townsite Is owned by
east-Lot-

s

and Imorovement o.

Willard Town

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vies Pres.
Call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD-Breason of Homeseekers tickets reading to other points the country around Wlllard has beet, somewhat overlooked and vacant U..J yet remains
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

WHAT

FREE FOR ALL FIGHT
HAS FATAL RESULTS

It Makes

Another Dying, a
Third Injured and Four Arrested
at Plrtleville.
One man
Douglas, Ariz., Dec.
Is dead, another Is dying, a third Is
Injured and four are under arrest as
the result of a brawl participated In
by seven natives a few nights ago at
Plrtleville. The man who is dead
was killed by a knife wound In tho
right lung dying from hemorrhage.
The man.who appear to be dying was
shot twice in the chest with a pistol
by the man who Is dead and was stabbed in the left side by an unknown
man. Another of the men under arrest has a knife wound 'In tihe arm.
Deputy Sheriff Young Davis was on
the scene and searched the seven men
with the result that he took a knife
from one and found the gun near the
man who was cut In the chest and
who died twenty minutes later. Before the coroner's jury the man from
whom the knife was taken testified
that he had no knife on the night of
the fatal affray and was not In the
fight, but had run first toward the
place where he heard the shots and
later ran In the other direction and
The
into the arms of the officer.
coroner's Jury found that the dead
man came to his death from a knife
wound at the hands of an unknown
person, but the native who had the
knife is being held for a hearing before the justice.
Man

One

DIFFERENCE

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

When Santa Fe Residents
Testify.

ATTORN

HIRAM T. BROWN,
ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
D. I. Mineral Burveyer
New Mexle.
Saata Fe,
CIVIL

Killed,

BUSCH THE BREWER
DANGEROUSLY ILL
Manufacturer of Well Known St.
Louis Beer Suffering From
Pneumonia.
St.
Imis, Dec. 29. Adolphus
Busch, the millionaire brewer, U seriously 111 at his home here with pneuThe attack developed suddenmonia.
ly last night.
CIMARRON TO HAVE PAPER.
Raton, N. M., Dec. 29. Colfax County is to have a new newspaper which
will be started within a shoit time at
Cimarron, where a divislou point on
the St. U)iiis, Rocky Mountain &
Railroad will be located. The
field is a promising one.
e

James Donahue, New Britain, Jonn.,
writes: "I tried several kUney remedies, and was treated by our best
physicians for diabetes, but did not
improve until I took Foley's Kidney
Cure. After the second bottle I showed Improvement, and five bottles cured
me completely. I have since passed
a rigid examination for life insurance." Foley's Kidney Cure cures
and a" forms of kidney and
bladder trouble. For sale at Ireland's
Pharmacy.
back-ach-

A

e

If you like Coffee but dare not
drink it, try Dr. Snoop's Health
ft is true that real Coffee
Coffee,
does disturb the Stomach, Heart and
Kidneys. But Dr. Shoop's Health
Coffee has not a grain of true coffee
in it. Being made from
parched
grains, malt, etc., it forms a wholesome,
drink, yet having the
true flavor of Old Java and Mocha
Coffee. "Made in a minute." Call at
our store for a free sample. Sold by
food-lik-

e

Cartwright-Davl-

s

Co.

COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
The Minnesota Dairy and Food
Commission's analysis shows that
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar
and Bee's Laxative Honey and Tar
contained opiates and croton oil. Opiates are poisons and croton oil is a
violent poisonous purgative. Refuse
to accept any but Foley's Honey and
Tar In a yellow package. Foley's
Honey and Tar contains no opiates or
dangerous drugs and Is the best cough
and cold cure. For sale at Ireland's
Pharmacy.
FOOD

Catarrh of Ihn nose and throat
should lead you to at least ask us for
a free trial box of Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Nothing so surely proves
merit as a real actual test and Dr.
Shoop, to prove this, earnestly desires
that we let you make that test. This
creamy, Snow White healing balm,
soothes the throat and nostrils, and
quickly purifies a foul or feverish
breath. Call and Investigate. Fischer
Drug Co.
If "taken at the Sneeze Stage"
a toothsome candy Tablet-w- ill
surely and quickly check an approaching cold or Lagrippe, When
you first catch cold or feel it coming
on take Dr. Shoop's Preventics, and
the prompt effect will certaluly surprise and please you.
Preventics,
surely supply the proverbial "ounce of
prevention." Sold in 5 cent and 25
cent boxes by Fischer Drug Co.
Pre-venti-

Millions of bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar have been sold without any
person ever having experienced any
other than beneficial results from Its
use for coughs, colds and lung troth
bles. This is because the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow
package contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs. Guard your health by
refusing any but the genuine.
For sale by Ireland's Pharmacy.

It
pretty hard to prove the statement of some stranger residing In far
away pa-- ts of the ountry, but the
testimony of a Santa Fe citizen, that
follows, should convince the most
skeptical,
Hllarlo Sandoval, painter and paper
hanger, San Francisco Street, says:
"Anyone engaged in my calling requires a good sound back and If
that part of his anatomy gives out or
Is weak, '.ixme and aching for six or
seven months, he cannot perforin the
ordinary day's work without great discomfort. My backache never compell
ed nie to stop work, but to say the
least It was decidedly irksome when
in the acute stage. Gradually as I con
tinned the treatment with Doan's Kidney Tills procured at Ireland's drug
store, the aching ceased and In a comparatively short space of time totally
disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
Slates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Is

Foster-Milbur-

n

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.
New Mexico,
Santa Fs

NOTARY

PUBLICS.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Notary Public.

Office with the New Mexican Printing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

H, B. HOLT,
Attorney-at-Law-

Las Cru.ies,

-

-

New

-

Mexico.

Practices in the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

H. HANNA.
Attorney at Law.
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk
RICHARD

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
OHice, Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

IENJAMIN M. READ,
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
Attorney at law.
A good many people Imagine that
Banta Fe,
New Mexico.
malt is an intoxicant. To set you
Palace Are
Office, Sena Blk.
emon
most
we
this
say,
point,
right
phatically, that Dr. Lauritzen's Health
Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT
intoxicating at all. For sale by
CHAS. A. LAW,
H. S. RATINE & CO.
Law.
Attorney-a- t
Phone 26. U. S. Land Office
Practice, a Specialty.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 18.
New Mexico
Clayton,

REAL ESTATE AND MINES.

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin buildlnc. Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
A. M, Regu1, A. F.
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7: JO
p. m.
H. F. STBPHEN3, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: It
.

Agreeably Surprised.

m.

8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTJTJR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
States
District
Attorney.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
sleep and rest possible. For sate by United
all druggists.
fourth Monday In eacn
month at Masonic Hall at
:S0 p. m
W. H. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
Com.
The New Mexlcau Printing
A. W. POLLARD,
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
pany has on hand a large supply ol
Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfeetloi No. 1,
able for school children, lawyers, mer- Demlng j
.
New Mexico
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
chants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each mont'a
and cheaper if ordered in larger quan
J. H. Boaham.
B. C. Wade
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
titles. These tablets are made from
ONHAM & WADE,
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plasa.
tho odds and ends of the best paper
..
Attorneys at
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
obtainable, and you are getting double
In
Dis
Practice
the
and
Supreme
cordially Invited to attend.
your money's worth when buying.
trlet Court of the Territory, In th CHARL1S FRANKLIN
1ASLBY, SI.
Probate Co. ru and before the U. S
Venerable Master.
The New Mexican Printing Company
',eneral and U. S. Land PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, 80.
is prepared to furnish cards de visits Surveyor
0 Hires.
Las Cmces, N. M.
nofor ladles or gentlemen on short
I. O. O. F.
tice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, either engraved or printed. Cad
E. C. ABBOTT,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
on the New Mexican Printing Co
meet every Thursday evening In Odd
Attorney at law.
Practices In the District and 8u Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street.
i CAN 8ELL
preme Courts. Prompt and earefal at Visiting brothors welcome.
Your Real Estate or Business
lentlon given to all business.
J. E. LACOME, N. Q.
No Matter Where Located
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
New Mexico.
Properties and Business of all kinds Santa 'e
sold quickly for cash in all parts of the
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
United St tea. Don't wait. Write toA. B. REN EH AN,
day describing what you have to sell
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c:
and give cash price on same.
Practice In the Supreme and Dis
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
at S
any kind of Business or Real Estate a Specialty. Rooms I
Sena B)dg. and third Tuesday evening
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
anywhere, at any price, write me your Palace Ave., Saata Fe, N. M.
I can save you time
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
requirements.
and money.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
DAVID P. TAFF,
fraternal welcome.
F.
THE LAND MAN.
CHAS.
EASLEY,
PAUL A. F. WALTER, 0. C.
415 Kansas Avenue,
(Late Surveyor General.)
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
Attorney at law.
Santa F
New Mexico.
Laad and Mining Business a Specialty
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
B. P. O. E.
HOLIDAY RATES.
For the ..hove occasion the Santa Fe
Santa Fe Lod,e. No. 418. B. P. O
will sell tickets from Santa Fe to Denhold it regular session on tho geVon
W.
FRANK
CLANCY,
and
Colorado
ver, Colorado, Pueblo,
and fourth Wednesday of eaeh montk.
Attorney at law.
Colorado Springs for one fare for the
Visiting bftthers are Invited and welSecond
for
Judicial
District
Deo.
22, 23,
Attorney
round trip date of sale
come.
NORMAN L. KINO, B. K.
District
21, 25, 30, 31 and January 1. Final reA. J. FISCHER, Secy.
Practices ta the District Court an.
turn limit Jan. 4th. For further inforG. H. DONART,
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
mation call on
FRATERNAL UNION,
Agent A., T. & S. F., Santa Fe, N. M. also boi'jre the United States Suprem
us Fe Lodge, No. 251, Fraternal
Court In Washington.
Union of America. Regular meetings
(Homestead Entry No. 10,108.)
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
first and third Monday in each month
Notice for Publication.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellow' Hall,
Department of the Interior,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-e- r
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
OSTEOPATHY,
welcome.
November 24, 190G.
R. L. BACA, fraternal Muter.
Notice is hereby given that
DAVID GONZALES, Secy.
Contreras, of iSanta Fe County,
OR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
MAOOIB O. MONTOTA. Trwu
N. M., has filed notice of his Intention to make final five year pVoof in
Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Are.
support of his claim, viz.: Homestead
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Entry No. 10,108, made October 12, Successfully treats acute aud chronic
Herewith
are aome bargains nffnrprf
S
NW
S
dlseaaee without drugs or xnedtciaea
1906, for the
by the New Mexican Printing Com
NE
section 4, township 18 N.,
No charge for Consultation.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Phone 111.
m., M p. m.
range 10 E., and that said proof will Hours:
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
reand
be made before the register
bound 1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
ceiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on JanuPleading formB, $5; Missouri Code
ary 3, 1907.
Pleadings, J6; the two for $10; AdaptHe names the following witnesses
MINING ENGINEERS..
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
to prove his continuous residence upMexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
viz.::
the
land,
on, and cultivation of,
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
Rafael Montoya, Marcelo Jimenez,
and Spanish pamphlet,
full
2.25;
Bonifacio Lucero.
Maximo Jimenez,
CONY T. BROWN,
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
Mining Engineer,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Treasurer New Msxlot Docket,
two
or
$1.25;
secretary
single,
Register.
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuScheel of Mines.
New Mexico preme Court ReDorts. Nos. 3 to 10. In
Socorro,
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
the
success
of
a
are
making
Delgado
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
Is
this
because
It
business?
estate
real
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS. 60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
firm Is reliable and any property
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
placed In their hands will be looked
full list school blanks.
after In a businesslike manner. Otfics
west of Plas.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS,
CORBET A SMYTH E.
fou can get aome bargain In the
Fruit Syrup, the
Orlno Laxative
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
real estate line right now by calling
new Laxative, stimulates, but does not
Engineer.
Irritate. It Is the best Laxative. Assaying and General Contracting. on the reliable real estate dealers,
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Guaranteed or your money back. Sor
Hughe A Delgado Office west tldt
Banta Fa, N. M of Plata.
Bast Bid Plaza
,,
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Many sufferers from rheumatism
have been agreeably surprised at the
prompt relief afforded by applying
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It makes
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personal mention)

tremendous!

John R.McFle loft lat night
lie will be gone for
several days looking after property interests In that vicinity.
L. Bradford
Prince
who spent the past month In Now
York City on Important personal
lis expected to reach home 'Monday night.
Ralph Easley, son of illr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Easley, is at home for the
holidays from 'Columbia, Missouri, He
Is a student at the University of
JuiIro

for Las Cruces.

bnsl-tu's- s

Removal Sale
E9
goes all our entire stock at great sacrifice.
OutThe
reason for the big cut in prices, is to
save time, and work in the Removal of our present stock in our New Building which we will occupy the early part of January 11)07.
At the present time we have I he most complete and up to date stock in the City and will
assure you that we shall give you entire satisfaction and the best prices that can be had not
only in Santa Fe, but anywhere in the Territory.
During all this month we will sell the popu
lar price $5.50 6.00 and 7.00 Tlannan & Son
Shoe for $4.95.
Hamilton Brown Shoe regular price $4.50
and $5.00 for $3.50 and $4.00-

Hon. Amado Chaves of Albuquer
que, who visited this city and south
the
ern Rio Arriba County, during
week, has returned to his home in
the Duke City.
Hon. Antonio Joseph, of OJo Calien-to- ,
a former delegate to Congress from
Now Mexico, arrived In the city Inst

-

American Lady Shoe regular price $3 50
for $3 00.
The Clothing Stock will go in the same
order.
Hats, Caps, over and under garments will
follow suit.
Best grade Prints 12, 14 and 1j yards for
dollar now your choice 20 yards for a dollar.
hundred pieces of best, outing
Two
flannel, former prices 8 and 10 yds. for a dollar
now they will go 11 yds. for a dollar.
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
goods in every department wi:l be sold still at

greater cut.

That this Great Removal Sale will be the
biggest and only Sale that was ever held in the
history of the Capital City.
COME

EARLY

AND

TAKE

THE FIRST CHOICE.

T

Nathan Salmon
WINTER GROCERY CO.
For

i

Chickens,

CANDY,

DRESSED

AND

ALIVE

j

Ducks, Geese, Oysters.

FBUITS AND VEGETABLES

i

s

ALL KINDS

GF

NEW CROP,

NUTS OF ALL KINDS,

Mil j
i
i

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
IMNM

HMMMMMeWllBBmJ

BE WISE
v Come to our store and inspect
the elegantline of holiday goods
that we are offering at greatly
reduced prices.
When you seethe goods and know the
price you will not go out of our store without buying.
It is a rare opportunity to get a nice present for your friends, etc., at an astonishingly low price. Prompt delivery and courteous treatment to all.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

:

:

Telephone

14

for the past three weeks returned to
Mrs.
New Mexico
last
night).
Luna Is still at the Roosevelt Hospital
In New York where a successful operation has been performed on her.
She is doing very well. As soon as
able to travel Mrs. Luna and her
niece, Miss Otero, will visit Florida
for the benefit of Mrs. Luna's health.
Mr, and Mrs. Percy iF, Knight entertained a small company of friends
at a dinner party Wednesday evening. The menu was served in courses
were laid for
and covers
eight.
Christmas decorations adorned the
dining room. After the repast the
remainder of the evening was spent
in conversation. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. C. O. Luckeubach, Mrs. H.
C. Luckenbach, Miss Florence
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon, and
Charles H, Ingraham,
Los Ballodores gave another of Its
enjoyable dancing parties at Elks
Hall last evening which was attended
by a large number of guests. Those
invited were: Judge and Mrs. John R.
McFie, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Goutchey,
Mr, and Mrs. F. E, N tiding, Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mr, and Mrs.
,
S. Spitz, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bishop, Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mr. and Mrs.
William Princp Mr, and Mrs. D.
VV.
Lusk, and Messrs Frank (Brown,
Henry Dendahl and Noyes Weltmer.
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds of 'Las Vegas,
entertained at bridge whist Thursday
afternoon at her home in the Meadow
City in honor of Mrs. J. W. Raynolds
of this city, who was her guest. During the afternoon dainty refreshments
were served. 'Besides the hostess and
the guest of honor; there were present iMrs. Jefferson Raynolds; Mrs. J.
S. Raynolds, Mrs. Hal Raynolds, Mrs.
C. A. Spless, Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mrs.
C. H. Sporleder, Mrs. J. A. Ladlue;
Mrs. D. C, Winters, Mrs. J. G.
Mrs. O. S. Loscy.
Mrs. E, L.
Brown won the prize at cards.
a
"The Rose of the Alahambra,"
romantic comic opera in three acts
is now running at the National Theater In Washington.
The music is
by Lucius Hosmer and the Lyric by
Charles Emerson Cook, a well known
theatrical writer, who was assisted by
Mrs. Louis O. Fttllen, wife of the editor of the Carlsbad Argus. The first
performance was given Christmas
eve and every seat was sold. The
comedy will be given in Washington
for two weeks anil then be transferred
to iNew York City where It will be
presented at. the Casino. The time of
the play is in the year 1730 and the
scene is laid In Granada, Spain. The
stage setting Is of the finest and the
costumes of the actors are beautiful
and thoroughly illustrative of those of
the first part, of the 18th century. The
comedy is rendered by the Blauvelt
Theatrical Company, of which "Miss
Lillian Blauvelt is the leading lady.

TOYS

ARE

DECEMBER

'SATURDAY,

-:- 0:

READY

llil

1906.

29,

DOLLS ARE
READY

BROS.

C

All the Christmas Goods are Ready
U M

UK EL LAS

LAMPS-K-

OLOVE- SFANCY

ID
Fi-ns-

GOODS

ETC.

iLuck-enbac-

with
Why suffer
when
pain

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
WILL

CURE

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friedel, DiUUs, Tex.
writes: ''I use Ballard's Snow
Linlinoufc for my family. It
is the bent Liniment made.
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST.

iiours,

MO.,

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER

DRUG CO.

ent of the city schools, came home
last night after attending the gathereducators which
ing of Territorial
was held this week at Bast Las Vegas.
Miss Grace Crygla, a teacher in the
local public schools, returned yesterday afternoon from Las Vegas, where
she was in attendance at the meeting
of the 'New Mexico Educational Association.
Principal VV. K. Garrison of the
local high school is back from the educational association meeting at East
Las Vegas. He was elected a the
local secretary for the ensuing year,
as the convention will meet next year
in Santa Fe.
Noyes Weltjner after a pleasant sojourn with his parents during the
will leave during the coming
week to recommence his Siiidies at
Colorado College, Colorado Springs,
where he entered at the beginning of
term.
the
Associate Justice Frank VV. Parker
of Las Cruces, after
attending the
sessions of the Terr torial Supreme
Com t here Thursday and Friday, has
returned to his southern home. The
Judge will be in Santa Fe again for
the regular term of the court January
8th.
Professor Hiram Hartley, superintendent of public Instruction, returnHi
ed yesterday from Las Vegas.
was there attending the unnual meeting of the New Mexico Educational
Association. He was forced to return
home before the convention en.le.l.
however, on account of indisposition.
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann,
of Alamogordo, Is among (lie sojourners in the Capital and will remain
here during the month of January In
attendance on the Territorial Supreme
Court sessions. During the next ten
days he will be busy preparing opinions An. cases referred to him, in examining authorities at. the law libraries in this city.
Hon. Solomon Luna, president, of
the Bank of Commerce, of Albuquerque, who has been east with his wife
s

lftOC-190-

it-

Everything useful and 01
for your Home, Family
or Friend
assure you that
s--

you'll

find
&

greater variety-Ne- wer
better styles More

exclusive riovelities and a far
better assortment of everything in the Holiday Goods
kind than in any other Store
in Santa Fe.

Bard-shar-

It relieves burns and scalds.'

e

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

TURKEYS

night en route home from a 'business
trip to Hi Paso.
Associate Justice William H. Pope
of Roswell has decided to remain in
the city until after the January term
of the Territorial Supreme Court, He
Is a guest at the Hotel Palace,
Chief Justice William J. Mills, who
presided over the two days' adjourned
session of the Territorial Supreme
Court, left last night for his home at
I.us Vegas.
He was accompanied
there by Associate Justice Ira A,
of Albuquerque.
Professor J. II. Vaughn of Roswell,
principal of the high school of that
city, arrived last night In Santa Fe.
He came here while on his way home
from East Las Vegas, where he attended tlio animal meeting of the
Educational Association.
An Informal dinner party was given
at the executive residence last evening by Governor Hagerman at which
Chief Justice William J. Mills of Las
Vegas and Associate Justice Ira A.
Abbott of Albuquerque were the
guests.
Captain E. G. Austen of Las Vegas,
president of the 'New Mexico Cattle
Sanitary Board, who has a large ranch
al Channing, Texas, attended to business today In the Capital. He arrived In the city last night, and registered at the Claire.
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott, who
attended the adjourned term of the
Territorial Supreme Court, left last
After looking
night for Las Vej;as,
after some business matters there
that required his presence he will return to his home at Albuquerque.
Governor Hagerman was the host
at a pleasant dinner party at 1 o'clock
The executive residence
Tuesday.
was prettily decorated in holly, tnlsle-toand flowers. Dinner was served
in courses, a large turkey forming the
principal dish with an abundance of
appropriate edibles. The guests were:
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie, Misses
Maude
McFie,
Mary McFie, Miss
filaah, Miss Olsen, Attorney General
VV. C. Iteid, Dr. James A.
Massie, Captain Fred Fornoff and Charles W. Fairfield.
At the conclusion of the dinentertained the
ner, Judge McFie
guests and the host by the recitation of droll Scotch poems.
social
One of lilie most formal
'functions of the winter season in the
Capital was a reception on Monday
evening at the. home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Bishop on the east side to
meet Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Bishop
who were recently married.
The
were
between
hours
reception,
-1
S
11
and
o'clock,
many
fr' n.ls of the newly wedded couple
'called to meet and extend congratulations. In the reception line were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Bishop, 'Mr.
anil Mrs. Carl A. Bishop, Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Mc.Connell and Associate
Justice John R. McFie and Mrs. McFie.
During the evening light 'refreshments, consisting of punch and
H.
W.
Mrs.
coffee were served.
Moore, presided over the coffee, while
the Misses Staah and Maud . McFie
served punch. The Misses Mary .McFie, Amy Wittman, Amelia 'MoFie,
and Frances Abbott, assisted In the
The .parlors and dining
serving.
room were prettily decorated In mistletoe and holly, while carnations were
used profusely.
The Capital City Club gave another
of Its fortnightly dancing parties Tuesday evening at Adams' hall. Being
Christmas night the occasion was
marked with the festivity and good
cheer of the holiday season and the
event was pronounced by those present to have been one of the jolliest of
the year. The guests were: Judge
and Mrs. John R. McFie, Dr. and Mrs.
David Knapp, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Bardshar,
Mr, and Mrs. F. VV. Shearon Mr. and
Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nud-InMr. and Mrs. J. J Goutchey, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Ehle Mr. and Mrs.
William B. Prince, Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Mr. and Mrs, John N. Zook.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Bishop, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. A.
L. Morrison, Jr., Mrs. E, A. FIske,
Misses Bertha Staab, May Spitz, Florence Spitz, Ruth Laughlln, Louise
Piatt, Sylvia Morrison, Dr. Charles A.
Wheelon, C, W. Fairfield, R. Vere
,
Boyle, Noyes Weltmer, Frank
Jerry Ferris, C. L. Haberleln and
A. F. Splegelberg.
Miss Ella F. Miller returned on the
late train last night from East Las
Vegas, having been in attendance
there at the annual meeting of the
New Mexico EJucational Association.
Professor J. A. Wood, superintend-
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IF YOU CANNOT COME TO SEE

SANTA CLAUS
WIRE, WRITE OR TELEPHONE
Selections

made

Xmas Eve.

NOW,

US.

SANTA CLAUS

WILL deliver

,

P. O. Box 419.

-- o

Phone No.

311.

fcijARLES WAGNER)
rurniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds, Upholstered
Dressing Tables, Couches, Etc-- , Just Received.

Furniture,

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
Sin Francisco St.

JOo--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

V

10.

1.

LEGAL BLANKS.
TO THE LAWS
OF
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican Printing Comand
pany has the largest facilities
most modern machinery for doing all
s
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Bjok
vork a specialty.
Best Book Bindery
in the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

CONFORMING

PUJUE Is COMPANY

H. S.
Phone 26.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

first-clas-

2

sheet.

We are unpacking new goods ewry day. Our Rialielleii Brand of
Eastern Pack of Canned Goods flre now In. Richelieu Corn, Tomatoes, Extra Fine Sifted Peas, Extra Fine Siringless Beans, Etc.
NEW

CURRANTS.
LEMON PEEL.
NEW ENGLISH
NEW PECANS,

RAISINS,

CITRON,
ORANGE
PEEL,
NEW ALMONDS,
NEW FILBERTS,

WALNUTS,

ETC.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Sahta Fe Raised Celery.
Let us have your order for your Christmas Turkey,
finest .line of Candies In the City.

sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
2

nheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating' Non-Min- Coal Declaratory
Statement
with
Power of an Attorney,
LADIES.
2
oral Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet.
Goods
for
Linen
Embroidery,
Stamped
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
also Cushion Tops, Laundry Bags, etc.

sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.

EXTRA FANCY

BALTIMORE

CELERY-FRE- SH

We have the

OYSTERS

2

MISS

A.

MUGLER.

4

Also Franco-AmericaToilet requisites, sold at Miss A. Mugler's.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale

Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,
4

OPERA HOUSE
SATURDAY.
,

DEC. 29.

Matinee
Evening

3:30
8:45

WARD AND GRENELL

Present the Merry, Jingling, Musical
Farce-Comed-

10c per Book.

Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Bran.
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena,
t
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet,
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nombramlento,

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
Bring the children and let them select what Santa Claus should
bring them- FOR THE OLD FOLKS: I have just received a fine line of Pictures, Frames, and Fancy Mattings; also Picture Mouldings, attractive Pictures and Materials of all Sorts.
CUT PRICES- You can not name anything irf my line that I do not carry. Fit up
your home where you can get everything you want at bottom rock.
Furnishings for Kitchen to Garret. Pay Cash and get a DISCOUNT.
Easy Payments and ALL THE TIME YOU WANT. Furniture that Is
found nowhere else in the city, Stoves, Ranges, Lamps and Bed
Room Suites, Come and be Convinced.

D. S. LOWITZKI.

2

HOOLIGANS
TROUBLES
THE LATEST THING IN LAUGHS
DIRECT FROM NEW YORK
PRETTY GIRLS, CLEVER SPECIALTIES, NEW SONG HITS

HOOLIGAN BAND
PARADE

1

H. B. Cartwright & Bro,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

4

Grain. Flow art Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine ana' Grocer' Sundries,

4

GRAND

CHALLENGE
ORCHESTRA.
ADMISSION
'.
Matinee
25c, 50c.
50c, 75c, $1.00.
Evening

-

IHCOmrOAATBD

4

4

Cran-dall-

Lower San Francisco Street,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Tickets at the Ireland Pharmacy.

ntOMfT

ATTINTMN

OIVBN MAM.

aurtA rm,

OtWIN.

m.

2

4

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

DEVELOPING, PRINTS
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prompt
Attention.
HOWLAND

CARL

Send for Catalogue.

&

CO.

k

510 South Broadway

LADIES

pliego.

Just received a full

line of White

for Reception and Evening Hats.

Plumes, Laces

and

Mollnel

Fienza Oflcial,
Fisnza Oflcial

y

pliego.
Juramenlo,

2

pliego.

1,08 ANGELES. CALIF.

BISHOP &

MRS. LYNG.

Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-

CI Insurance

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
x
:
:
:
Office Wett8ide of
Santa Fe N. M.

2

220 San Franslsco St,

FRANCISCO DKMiADO.

LEVI A. HUGHES.

Plaa,

-

Surety Bonds

Laughlin
Block.

DECEMBER

8ATURDAY,

SA1CTA FE ITEW MEXTCAN,

1906.

29,

and to
i.arannnl
-- - business
1""
to
home
his
to
returned
visit friends,
ui
MINOR CITY TOPICS
day, He reports prospects
the Estancta Valley for the coming
settlers.
year and the arrival of many
At once two male quail-fleWANTED
i,a,n A. Lnnzhlln of Trinidad, the
,
hnt tfharcG
teachers. Apply to Mnrcellno
- of 'thei
"
UUU4
of the new county Jail bulla- county school superintendent
R. F. Graham of Whlttier, Califor- lng here, reached the city last night
Claire. The
nia, Is In the city for a few days on and registered at the
the
combined business and pleasure. He building is now complete wltih
cells
Is city attorney at Whlttier.
exception of putting In the steel
Santa Fe Chapter No. 19, Order of and doors.
The Guild of the Church of the
the Eastern Star, will meet this evenin
Faith will meet with Mrs. S.
MaBonic
Hall
at
meeting
special
Holy
ing
officers.
G
of
Installation
for the
Ciirtwright on Friday afternoon,
4 at 2:30 o'clock. The elecCounty Commissioner A. L. Ken- January
of officers for the ensuing year
tion
the
here
been
who
has
attending
dall,
and
sessions of the counto board during will take place at this meeting
will come
'business
s
other
at
important
the week, returned to his home
Is
before the Guild. Every member
last night.
be
to
present.
Courged
of
J.
Alarid,
Capulln,
(Benjamin
New county officials will take office
lorado, who has a job In the store
They are: I.
ithere of his uncle, 'Roivmaklo Ortiz, Is .Tnmiarv 1st next.
In the city visiting his parents, Mr. Sparks and Jose L, Madril, county
commissioners; Celso Lopez, treasurer
and Mrs. Luis Alarid,
collector; Antonio Alarid
The funeral of Mrs. Valeria Lopez and
nrobate
judge: George V. Armijo, pro
de Romero, wife of Trinidad Romero,
Charles u.iosson.Biierm,
bate
clerk;
In
Las
held
this
was
Vegas.
morning
assessor; John V
Mnrcellno
Ortiz,
Those who went from Santa Fe were
of schools.
superintendent
Conway,
Mrs. .lose L. Lopez Mrs. Juan
Mrs.
Mr. and
George Ingermann of
and Mrs, Tomas Delgado.
accompanied by
Louisiana,
Kentwood,
Mrs. Romualdo Ortiz, of Capulln,
their two little daughters, left this
Colorado, Is a holiday visitor in Sanhomo after a sojourn in
ta Fe. She Is a guest of her sister, morning for
Mrs. Ingermann and the
Fe,
Santa
meris
a
'Mr.
Ortiz
Luis
Alarid.
Mrs.
children bad been here for a couple
chant at Capulln. He Is also
months and were joined by Mr. In
of
nt, that, place.
germann the day before Christmas.
Mrs. V, H. Kerr and daughter, A- They were guests at the Hotel Palace
lberta, left today for Topeka, Kansas,
I. H. Rapp of the firm of architects
where they will visit for several days of I. H. & W. M. Rapp of Las Vegas
will
with friends. From there they
go has spent the past week in the city
to Kansas City, Kansas, and Mrs, Kerr on
professional uusmeBS. mr. juidij
will place her daughter'in the
is the architect of the new county Jail
University.
which Is now ready for occupancy and
County Commissioner Jose Inez Roy- - which is reported by experts who have
bal, who has been present at the ses- PvnmlTipd It to be one of the best
sion of the county board during the adapted and most substantial build
past several days, drove overland to ings of the kind in the United States
his home at. Nambe this forenoon. He for the sum it cost.
will return Monday morning when
It is understood that there is
another session of the board will be
lively contest going on for the chair
held.
nianship of the board of county con,
H. B. Hawkins, postmaster at
nilssloners after the new board is or
who arrived In Santa Fe yes- - anlzed. 1. Sparks and Jose L. Madril,
.
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Iteill CHRISTMAS

HABERDASHERY

d

(iar-cla-

Suit Sale
Until January

h

I
I

A

1.

'

B

READ

READ

Best Day of All the Year

j

has almost arrived, hut, if you wish It. to bo a really "Merry Christmas,"
you must do your share in the giving of presents, for there is no joy like
that of making nihers happy.

E

R

Cer-rlllo-

$20.00I
Suits fo

$12.75

$12.00

$8 25

$15.00

Suits for

$9.50

The Question

j

"What to Buy," is a sp.jcter, which, like "Banquo's Ghost," will not down.
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist you in this perplexing problem, by a few timely suggestions, like the following:

,

Suits for

$10.00

Suits for

"5

$7.00

1

I

Presents for Boys

A

Come Early and Get Yotir Pick
Selling Below Cost.

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes.
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,
Carpenter's Tools.

"B. & B," Ice Skates,
Rifles,
Winchester

E
R
Y

Del-nd-

b

l
Shotguns,
FooVBalls,
Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives,
Single-Barre-

Presents iot Gifls

post-must-

HABERDASHERY

1

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.

Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,
Writing Desks,

EHLE'S

Bon-Bo-

Quln-dar-

A DOLLAR IN BANK
Is worth more to you than a dollar
your pocket, because

In

the new commissioners, are said to he
If
candidates for the chairmanship.
comthey do not agree and make a
promise it looks as if the present
r
connty commissioner, Jose
I. Roybal, will cast the deckling vote.

V. VVV WW WW WW

Santa Fe Livery Stable

hold-ove-

CORRICK & HUMPHREY,

You are not so liable to spend it
needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit it here for a
given time.

Are these not excellent reasons why
a deposit account
with us?
you should begin

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases,
.
Chafing Dishes.

Props.

Ever-Read-

BUSIPRACTICAL
WOOLVERTON
NESS COLLEGE CO., MAKES IT A
BUSIBUSINESS TO REVEAL
NESS SECRETS TO YOUNG PEOBOYS AND
PLE AND PREPARE
GIRLS FOR A BUSINESS CAREER.
Thousands of young people are
othwaiting for Opportunities. Many

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

,

FIRST-CXAS-

S

SERVICE

If you wish your Christmas dinne r to lie perfect, you should purchase
ers realize that opportunities must he
GOOD SADDLE HORSE8
"Llsk
Roaster," the best roaster for Poultry or Meat ou
made, hence, they are busy making opthe market.
use
to
make
RIGS
FINE
portunities and preparing
j
j
There are hundreds of articles, bo sides Ibose mentioned, which we of
of them at the appointed time. One
fer for sale at prices as low as is con sistent, and which we will he pleased
hundred and four young men and
to show you.
voung ladles have secured scholar
Practical
Woolverton
in
the
ships
WW
W
WW WW
WW WW
RnsliipRs Colleee at Roswell. N. M.
These young people have been con
vinced that In this college is a good
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
THE PLOMPTEAUX dDARDING
place to prepar" themselves for a
HOUSE.
com
The
Santa Fe Filigree and
The
career.
business
college
An excellent place to take your
pany purchased several vaiuanio 1013
best In the city.
Jewelry Manufacturcentrally located, opened boardlu meals and rest. The
and othhouses, erected a nice building, equip- Members of the Legislature
ing Company.
$25
this.
per
Don't
forget
A fine and extensive assortment of
ped it with nice substantial fixtures, ers
lit
building,
Near
month.
Capitol
arc
lights,
the latest styles of jewelry baa Ju3t
properly lighted it with gas
Road.
been purchased and will be sold at
gas heating facilities, etc., so one can Cerrillos BRAULIA PLOMTEAUX,
MRS.
secure the very best accommodations
the lowest possible rate for first class
Proprietress.
every day.
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
Come to Roswell and we will teach I
The
genuine and as represented.
and
our
complete
Don't
of
large
forget
you how to get Into the secrecy
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewwork
All
business, make opportunities, and how bindery and Job department.
elry Is a specialty the finest and
to prepare to use them. Many people handled promptly and la Ue most
best work In that Hue is 'turned out
manner. One trial makes you by this company at very reasonable
are surprised at the low rates we are
rates.
giving on board rtnd tuition, however, a permanent patron.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
we see fit to do this, thinking it. is to
lockets, hnlrplns, scarf plus, ladles
breast plus, In gold or silver, filigree
the company's interest, and to the inNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
terest of the public. We have al
Herewith are some bargains offered work manufactured at home and in
WHOLESALE
ready educated, and secured good po- by the New Mexican Printing Com- the shops of the company by 3pecial
lasitions, for more young men and
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the design and to suit customers In short
ind
dies then any other college in New Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep order and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'.i
Mexico. What we have accomplished bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
(RETAIL'
Missouri Code uel Church stamps, In great numbers
Is true evidence of what we can do. Pleading forms, ii;
a
and
low
at
Store
and
eduYou have the ability we have the
price.
factory
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; AdaptBALERS 'f
cation and training awaiting you. come ed to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New 208 Don Caspar Avenue, Laughlln
and get it. The fundamental law of Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English building.
success Is to "Prepare to do what the and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; fun
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr,
world wants done," you shall have leather, $3; OnerlCs Flexible-Cove- r
your reward. This is a law of nature. Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
The New Mexican Printing
Com
Do you believe it?
Try It and see more books, $1 each; New Mexico Sufor yourself, We tried it and have preme Court Reports, Nob. S to 10, In- pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
THE ONLY EXCLUbfVF. GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FI, NEW MEXICO.
Success is not clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- satisfactorily ai orders for engraved
nothing to regret.
announce
found In tlw lucky box. It is made poration Laws 75c; Compllaitlon Min- visiting cards, marriage
of closo application and good judg- ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of ments, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
ment.
New .Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
with good work. Call at the New
WOOLVERTON'
PRACTICAL BUSI- full list school blanks.
Mexican office and examine samples
NESS COLLEGE CO.
and prices.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Per, W. T. WOOLVERTON,
President.
as are required by law, printed In
The New Mexican Printing Company
blank form by the New Mexican
i
has on hand a large supply of pads
New Mexican advertisers get trade. Printing Company,
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
much the largest asset we hare in ou susiaess. To hire out
sell them at five cents in book form,

!

You know it Is safer;

120

San Francisco Street.

ICO

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

Fot Ladies

For Gentlemen

WW

VWW

IPSO it
FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

the normandie hotel.
First-Clas-

in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

s

Corner Don Caspar Avenue and Water St.
IN CONNECTION

WITH

Mb

iBon Ton Restaurant

W

BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
I

Short Order
Ife

John V. Conway,

1

j

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES; HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equlpmenL A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance. Military Instruc'
tion by an officer of the U. S. Army.
Large parade and athletic
the best management.
under
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory,
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

The Largest Stock of

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. 0.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
in Denver, Colorado Springs.
Eeople
Haton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Tele
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reason-

A

Evef Shown in Santa Fe at the
Sk

Be-le-

11

11

r

1

able than the telegraph.

I.

0

customers say to their friends,

HENRY KRICK

can be relied upon"

Sole Agent For

SPARKS, Manager.

SODA WATER

!

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING

PLAZA

BARBER

SHOP

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Coun
try; send ticket
in and get cash for It; Iran
eactlons guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 518 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only first class m city.
Second to none in Territory.
artists : : :
Four
1.50
Electrical Baths
.25
Other Baths
Side
Plaa
Parlors Located West
W. H. KERR, Proprietor
s

strife

sals ws make is

closed-onl-

ry

Itstt artiels

store like this.

It

y

is a great

carries with

it pur fuaraitsa.

Jeweler, Dealer
S. SPITZ, inManufacturing
Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

38.

WILLI AX B PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Tonaorlsl Parlor In Santa Ft.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuba
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three first- Class Barters.
East Bide of Plaza. South ot Postal
Telegraph OSes.

first-clas-

best rocommendatioi we can

after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.
satisfaction to buy at

ay S. Spits

WORKS,

Telephone No.

THE

ii th rery

"Erery statement mads

for. Reliability is our watchword and

Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38.

An institution giving; an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mrsilla Valley.

WE COUN1
YOUR GOOD WILL,

....
......

A. P.
Ml!!

id

gpiogolkorfi.
DHlsa
Ras

Mriwts,

Have

sMTTsX

niradCrd

Wan, Fsatokr
Mm

Bt

(

SPECIAL SALE
HaMBVBaBBBBM1,alalHHaiBaMSHtSlSBSlBtllHBSBHBlBHBMSi

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES."

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

1

St. Louis,

WAHTS

Roswcll Automobile Co.

AUTOMOBILES.

AGENTS FOR THE BJ1CK AND POPE TOLEDO
Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the

market.

Address all communications and In
qulries to the

Roswell Automobile Co

SALE
Horse, (harness and
Call at Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Company.

FOR
buggy.

New Mexic

Roswell

EL PASO ROUTE
K
M
M

SCJEXAS OJMp

PAcmc

This handiome solid veetibuled train runa through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
Direct
sieepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points.
connections made for all points North, Eaai and Southeast.

TAKE

FAST
TRAIN.

.

THE.

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Good location.
XI. C. Miller.

A good girl for general
WANTED
housework, must understand English.
Apply at linn S. Galisteo Street.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
Office west side ot Plaza.
& Delgado.
AGENTS
Canvassers, mixers, peddlers, solicitors, mail order people,
eic, should buy Kramer's Book of
Trade Secrets. Regular price $5.00,
but balance of last edition for $1.25
ns long as they last. Guaranteed. Order quick. Sioux Publishing Co., Sutherland, Iowa.

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

p. m.

p IS
p U
p m
p 41
4.10 p 62

t

4 .85

Mountain lime

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CURTIS,
Boutkwattrn Fmtnger Afent,

II

.

,.

PASO,

III.

I.

P. Tubkh,

".Dll,

Passenger Agent,
Texas.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paw, Teiaa.

w

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
v.

T0KBANCE

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

SERVICE.

SUNSHINE ROUTE,

GATEWAY.-FAS-

TICTI

STEAM--

TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC

n

01
--

vh mis

mx.rn.rn

M

Ii

p

6.06 p
p
p
p
p

8.3U
6 .65
7.15
3.15

61

69
81

92
99
116

...SnutF...Arr

..DouaciauR...
.Veea Blanc...
...Keuuedy....
Clark
....Stanley
.. .Morlarty ...
...Molntoih...
...Kttanoia....

....Wlllard....
..ProcTeuo...
Hlauea
Arr. ...Torr.no... Lt

7.000! 4.20
e.ttnu 4 00
8,400 3.1(5
6,060 3.10
6,125 2.60
8,370 2.111
6,250 1.15
8,176 l.lu
8,140 12 .45
6,1261 11.25
6,210 iu.no
6,286 lu 30
6,476 n.nu

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
D

p

a
a
a
a

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., wl'l
the Denver & Rio Qrande Railroad foi
all points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Qreal
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Nob. 43 and 44. Pull
man berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information address
S. B. GRIM SHAW,
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roawetl
at 12 noon: Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be
tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
Reserve seats on automobile by
$10.
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

'

LOCAL

3

TIME

,

,,.

n. m.

C.50

p. m.

11:15

p,

special attention given to handlln g of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chlcag o, Root lJ(?nd & Pacific Ral'way,
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicit

f.
P'-- '

S. B. GRIM8HAW,

W. H. ANDREWS,
Proa, and Gen. Mgr.

Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
A eat Sec'y and Treat.

7

A. L. QR.M3HAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trsv. Freight and Paaa. Ant
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Aanaral Offices, Santa Fa. New Mexico.

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS . .

6. SYSTEM

Effective Dec ember 10th, 1905.

win soon

1ST BOIIITI

tittttiOM

No. M. MlbU

'

11:00a ....0... Lf. . au to Fa.
. Kipanoia.
P ...84...
. .Btntmdo
2:11 p ...63...

12:01

3:U)p ...SI...
4:02 p ..81.
4:32 p .. Ml..
6:45 p . 126.,

..IK)..
8:p
3:00 a ,.287..
4:35
7:30

...Wl..

a.. 406..

3:80 p
Lv.. l:ap
.. 12:26,p
..Barranoa..... " .. 11:36 p
" ,. 10:29 p
.Servllleta
.Trat Pladras. "" .. 10:00 o
,. 8:10 p
.Aii'o'ilto.
"
6:40a
.Alum ia
" .. 11:06 p
.Puaol
.Coio.s riuci. " .. S:4o p
Lv.. 7:0up
Ar. .Dauver

Jan-uaij- y

4.

BOOK BINDERS

fyst

(c)
Raton, New Mexico,

W- -

Joseph, Ojo Callente; A. U Smith, El
Vegas; Mrs.
Paso; E. G. Aimten,
J. W. Smith, Edith; O. A. Arpin, Trinidad; Ben. J. Minot, (Las Vegas; John
A. Laughlin, Trinidad; W. G. Franklin, Kansas City; J. H. Vaughn, Roswell; Lurch iNisbett, Estancia.
Normandie.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Harwood, Mrs.
13, M. Turner
J. F. Brunscher,
Frank Fischer, Denver; J. R.
Aboil, Beton; Tony E. Vierra, T. G.
Timortee, Estancia; Andres Martin,
Las Vegas.
,
Coronado.
Carl Stephen, Bishop's Ranch; Ramon S. TruJIllo, Reyes Trujlllo,
Peter Ortiz, Nanibe; C. P.
'Maples, Marriote.

HEW MEXICAR

Santa

t

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY

THE

Train No. 124, arriving

Train

No. 123, leaving

;

G. F.

A. GORMAN,

and P. A.

DAILY

PRINTIM

CO

P. R. A.

5

GRAPE

DENVER & mO

Farm-ingto-

44

Scenic

Lint

Wofli. tt

of tfcc

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

News-Herald-

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
Connection at Dmnrtr with ail Ymm East and Waat
Time aa Quick and Rate u Low a Othar Line.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS,, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on aD Through Train..
No Til hodm Dalajt at Any Station.
Mattrr r Information niArrat
T. k., DENVER, COLORADO,
and
P.
S. K. HOOPER,
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

For IMntrte4 A4rertUi
G.

if
41

Hew jnexiGO Employment Bureau
AND

Piles get quick relict from Dr.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
it's made alone for Piles and it
works with certainty and satisfaction.
Itching, painful, protruding, or blind
piles disappear like magic by Its use.
Try It and see! Sold by Fischer Drug

REALTY COHPANY,

Co.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

WATKR
PIPE.
MACHINERY, HOLDING MATERIALS
llmciiiHrque, New
ETC,
Mexico, Dec. 10 WW. Sealed proposal t plainly marked on the outside of the sealed envelope PROPOSALS FOR WATKR PIPE, etc,

PROPOSALS FOR

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Sold and Exchanged.
on
Lent
Approved Security.
Money

Estate Bought,

and addressed to the undersigned at
New Mexico, will be received at the
Indian School until 2 o'clock p. m. of Jan. 5.
IU07, for furnishing and delivering to the
school as: required durlnff the tisoal year
endinar June 30, W07. about 38 tons cast Iron
waterpipe, 8 tire hydrantu and tees, crosses,
conells, valves etc.. one triplex pump direct horinected to 10 horse power motor, one
zontal centrllupal pump belted to Uve horse
power motor, also a quantity of brick, lumpackber, builders' hardware, pig lend, jutespeciU-cationing, etc., as per full list of plans and Ilidderss
obtainable at the school.
must stste In their bid the proposed price of
each article to be offered under contract. All
articles so offered to be subject to rigid Inspection. The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids or any part of any bid if deemed
for the best interests of the service. Each
bid must be accompanied by certified check
or draft made payable to the order of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for at least
5 per cnt of the amount of the proposal,
which check or draft will be forfeited to the
United States in case a bidder receiving an
award shall fail to execute promptly a satisbid,
factory contract in accordance with his Hids
otherwise to be returned to the bidder,
accompanied by cash. In Hen of certified
further
check, will not be considered. For
Information apply to lil'KToN H. CUSTER,
SUPERINTENDENT.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
Good Location.

Lot.

Fruit Trees.
in Palu

Tttm N.

Avwih.

J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

8anta Fe' New Mexlc0-OnlSan Francisco St.
served to customers
cordials
and
wines
the finest of Imported
- Su-- (
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestic and Imported, a specialtyof
brands
cigars.
perior

261

AT LOWEST POSSIBLE

NEW MEXICAN

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW WWy.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

ALL

1U.

Kentucky Saloon.

All Work Guaranteed
ADDRESS

Large
Plenty of

--

H dean Printing Company

fjodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books Records
and Briefs for Lawyers.

at

N. M.,

REMIN6TOPL

Publishers of
Best Equipped and

& South western Ry.
4:25 P. M.
"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry.
Dawson, N. M.', at 10:05 a. m.
P. Ry.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S.
S. F. Ry.
(b) Track Connection with A., T. &
M.
Livery Service to Van Houten, N.
Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.

No42t

Trains stop at Embudo lor d uier
where good meals are served.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
tbe west.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
G. H. DONART,
intermediate
points via the standAgent, Santa Fe, N. M. ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
City Ticket Office, Catron Block, east narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
entire trip in daylight and passing
through tbe FAMOUS ROYAL GORGS
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
also for all points on Creede b.anch.
RATES SANTA FE CENTRAL.
S. K. HOOPER.
Christmas and
During the 1900-0holiday season, the Santa Fe Central
has instructed
its agents to sell
round trip excursion tickets, under the
The
Tickets for
following conditions:
American
round trip between points on the SanCollection
ta Fe Central may be sold by the
agents at the rate of one regular first
Agency.
class fare between December 22 and
No fee charged
December 31, 1906, and on January 1,
uiilesi col f ctlo n
1907.
is made. Wemak e
The tickets so sold shall be
collections In all parta of the U.S.
good for continuous passage in each
ANTHONY P. WILSON, Attorney.
direction, the start to be made on the
413 Kansas Avenue,
day bhe ticket Is sold. Tickets will
be good for return until and on
KANSAS,
TOPEKA

RIew

47

jay

Santa Fe Branch.

in.

Depart.'

4t

in Dawson,

:
'There is at
Reprint
least one effectual, safe, and reliable
Chicken
Teal Duck
Spring
Shoop's that )ve
Cough Cure Dr.
as suitable, even for the youngregard
About Digestion.
est child. For years, Dr. Slioop bitIt is not tho quantity of food taken
the use of opiates or
hut. the amount 'digested and assimi terly opposed
narcotics jn medicine, offering $10
and
vitality
lated that gives strength
drop to any one finding Opium,
to the system. Chamberlains btom-m- C'.i'oroform
or any other poisonous or
the
unit Liver Tablets invigorate
in Dr.
narcotic
Shoop's
ingredient
stomach and liver and enable them
Is as
The re- Cough Cure. And the challenge
to perform their functions.
unanswered. Hero is one manuyet
increun-efood,
for
relish
your
sult is a
facturing physician, wlio welcomed
strength and weight, greater en- with much satisfaction, the new gov25
durance and a clear head. Price
ernment Pure Food and Drug Law.
rents. Samples free. For sale by all
Tho public can now protect itself at
druggists.
all times, by insisting on having Dr.
Shoop's when n cough remedy is needContracted.
How Diphtheria Is
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
ed."
One often hears the expression. "My
child caught a severe cold which de
DANGER IN ASKING ADVICE.
veloped into diphtheria." when the
When you have a cough or cold do
truth was that the cold had simply
left the little one particularly suscep- not ask some one wliat is good for It,
tible to the wandering diphtheria as there is danger in taking some unFoley's Honey
When Chamberlain's Cough known preparation.
germ.
Remedy is given it. quickly cures the and Tar cures coughs, colds and precolli nnd lessens the danger of diph- vents pueu iionln. The genuine Is in
theria or any other germ disease be- a yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
For sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
ing contracted. For sale by all

D. A. R.

10:40

23
33

Connects with El Paso

GAME.

TABLE.

8:15 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and
2 east and No. 3 limited west.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9
west.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque, to discbarge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 will leave Lamy at 9:40 a.
m. nnd will not wait for No, 2 from

Connections at Torrance, New Mo xlco, with El Paso & Southwestei
and Chicago, Rock 'sland & Pacific R allv.ays. At Kennedy and Santa F
New Mexico, with tho Atchison, Top ka & Santa Fe Railway. At 8anta F
with the Denver & Rio Grande Rallr oad.

to

Wiennerwurst
Pork Sausage
Kggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Carne
Frijoles and Navy Beans
Pozole, Tamales
OYSTERS.
Fried, Stewed, scalloped, Pan RoastRaw, Any Old
.oaf,
ed, Oyster
Style.
FISH.
Red
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads,
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
Shrimps, Halibut, Salmon, Pike,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.

Arrive.
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

Lve
Lve
Arr
Lve
Lve
Arr

20

TYPEWRITERS
If you cannot afford

BON TON RESTAURANT.
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.
MEATS.
Effective Monday, February 2, 190
Pork Chops
P. H. Steaks
Bound
North
South Bound
Ham and Eggs
Veal Cutlets
lAItl No 2
Statloui.
Mutton Chops
No 1 UI
Liver and Bacon

i.UO
2 26
60
3 40

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

OF

Lvo

7

IS

3:00
3:15
3:35
4:00
4:35
5:00

P. M.
12:25
12:01
11:40
11:10
11:30
10:25
9:45
9:25

Arr
(a) Raton
Clifton House Lve
Arr
Preston
(b)
Koehler Junct Arr
Arr
Koehler
(c) Vermejo fcvc
Lve
Cerrososo
Lve
Cimarron

Lve

2:00
2:30

2

STATIONS

Raton

P. M.
.

Train No

Distance
from

1

CARDU

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIlvXE TABLE

l "p0
IM p

TRAIN

Train No.

for a
HOTEL ARRIVALS,
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
SALE-Onthe
and
Review
RANCH
FOrt
Mexican
New
get
FINE FRUIT
Palace.
of the best fruit ranches Is cream of tbe week's doings. It Is s
Amado Chaves, Albuquerque; J. G.
northern Santa Fe County, about twen good paper to send to your friends.
Griffin, Chama; Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
LaRuo, Arniourdale.
to
For
such
apply
a
at bargain.
particulars
Butchers' shipping certificates,
Claire.
C.-Fe,
Santa
No.
In
Box
Max. Frost,
as are required by law, printed
E. D. Sherrick, Chicago; T. J. Ton-ge- ,
Now Mexico.
blank form by the New Mexican
Albuquerque; H. B. Hawkins,
Printing Company.
R. .1. Allison, Chicago; A.

211

NEW

WINE

and Pacific

RocKy Mountain

The line of this railway from Raton to Ctmnrron, N. M including the
Koehler Branch, is now open for FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
Due notice will be given of opening of othbr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
Dally Except Sunday.

Growing girls need care, advice and medicine,
especially on reaching the age of puberty. A
mother's tender care and words of caution will
often accomplish wonders. As for medicine, a
gentle, safe and reliable strengthening tonic is
Wine of Cardui,
It will prevent and relieve pain, regulate the
functions, clear the complexion and strengthen
the constitution.
It is a valuable medicine for growing girls. It
has tided thousands over a critical period, and
saved them from years of suffering. It can never
do harm and is sure to do good.
A relief or cure for all female disorders in girls
.
and women.
At every druggist's in $1.00 bottles. Try it.

FOR SALE Fine Business property
San Francisco St. 0. C. Watson & Co.

1906.

29,

Railway Company.

Growing Girls

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
at
house. InFOR RENT Four-roopoints 5 hours, meals furnished
Camp Needmore, free of charge,
quire "M", New Mexican.
Excursion parties accommodated by
In
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
notifying the company two days
rooms at 114 Johnson Street.
advance.
ot
Rock
cn
arrival
Leave Torrance

Mall and Passenger Line between"
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N, M.,
dally
Sunday Included, connection
Rock Island
with all trains on the
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
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All Are Bright, Catchyand
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milet south of Albuquerque, N. M., i.t the juno-ti- o
of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading

Men is

The
Bonds of the

c
S9oe,

shade

tree;

public school house, costing $16,000; church-

eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent

A

dence.

But a certain rich man named Isaac
Creamer bad made a discovery about
the frauchlse of the Capital Cities road
and bad scented more money In that
old gold brick. .Mr. Creamer's plan was
too elaborate for complete statement
here, but the essential point of his maneuvers was to secure control of the
stock, A clear majority of It was held
by towns and little cities along the
route of the road. The political manipulation by which they were Induced to
buy had been a notable feature of the
original bunko game and had smirched
many reputations. The deal was by no
means forgotten. It was now unsafe
tor any public official eveu to mention
Capital Cities stock, and, though It had
no value, not a share could have been
old without arousing dangerous popular clamor. So Mr. Creamer was forced
to go over the heads of these local officers.

It was Impossible for him to get control of the board of directors without
the consent of these men, and some of
them were honest and others timid,
and be could do nothing with them. So
he quietly secured a bit of legislation
amending the original act of Incorporation and providing for the exchange of

Ita important a a great commercial
city in the near future eaanot be eotimatei.
Mexico.

"lOC'BB LOOKING FOB SOMETHING

TO

DO."

ALL

Roll-

BELEN TOWNSITE

railroad

JOHN

LIMITED

FAST

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

Wl

IB.

R11G11 Icttttar.

BILKf,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered sra in the center of the city,, well
ed (many of thera improved

by crltivation) ; no

gra4
said ot

We ueed a first class bakery, tailor saop, shoe

gravel.

ad wool

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill, roai

frit elaj,

yard, drug store, harness shop, ete., ate., aias
modern hotel.

Dor prices of lots are low and terms
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
One-thir-

cash.

oi

payment;

easy

purchase money,

may reman, on note, with moiigig
curity, for one year, with per cent, interest towftoi.
Two-thir-

se-

t

Apply at once for mag rat"

IICKI1, PmitVat

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

the choicest lots,

frit, if jn

t

i

to

wut

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
erything except tne twitli. Ncgtiiei
Creamer nor Harwood dared disclose
the actual facts to any of ' these
sleuths, and so they worked In a double darkness, with the most amusing
results.
Meanwhile Harwood lived In a third
rate hotel in one of the capital cities,
bis Identity veiled under an alias and
bis luxurious tastes repressed to fit the
character of a clerk out of a job. He
had a partner In tills enterprise, and
the partner was supposed to be an object of Creamer's suspicions. Therefore Harwood kept aloof from him, and
they communicated with each other by
telephone only.
One evening while affairs were In
this coudltlqn Harwood was sitting in
the office of his hotel after dinner
when be was accosted by a man whom
he had noticed on several previous occasions and had begun vaguely to suspect of some secret design. The man
had eyed Harwood from across the
room two or three times with a studiously veiled attention and once had
seemed to be discussing blm with an
acquaintance.
"Good evening," said the stranger,
and Harwood responded courteously
with the tone of deference appropriate
to the difference of their years, for the
other was beyond middle life.
"My name Is Graham," continued the
stranger. .
"And mine Is Wilson," responded
Harwood.
"The clerk," said Graham, nodding
over bis shoulder toward the- - desk,
"tells me that you're looking around
for something to do."
"That's true," answered Harwood,
With engaging frankness, "and I don't
seem to have much luck finding anything."
Graham looked at blm steadily and
approvingly for some seconds.
"I think I've got something that
would suit you," he said. "Of course
I don't know you, aud I wouldn't give
4 cents for all the references In the
world, but It's my theory that a man
carries his character written on his
face."
"Yes, sir; I think so myself," said
Harwood, raising his mild and innocent eyes to the countenance of Graham.
Immediately Graham began to give
a bazy account of bis business, which
seemed to be concerned with house
property and the management of estates. His main office was In Chicago, but be had recently opened a
branch In this city.
"If you'll come to see me tomorrow
about 11 o'clock," said he, writing an
address upon a blank cant, "we'll see
If we can make some kind of a deal."
"Yes, sir," responded Harwood gratefully. "I will be here without fall."
During the remainder of the evening
he pondered deeply upon this occurrence, and at 9 the next morning be
called up bis associate In the Capital
Cities speculation. To blm by telephone he gave a description of Cra
ham and of the man who bad been
with him when they had seemed to be
discussing Harwood.
"I don't know Graham," replied the
partner, "but I know the other man.
He has been here twice and has tried
to get Information about the Capital
Cities. I bad blm followed, and be
proved to be a bookkeeper for a concern downtown Llngard & Co., Jobbers In glassware. I can't learn that
anybody In that firm Is connected with
Creamer In any way. The bookkeeper's name Is Slade. What do you make
of
"It looks to me as If this fellow Slade
may have got some sort of a private
tip, and, falling to work you, he went
'.o Creamer, who bought him up and
put him on to some job with Graham,
who la probably one of Creamer's regular men. In my opinion, this Is the
deepest game we've struck yet"
"But what Is the gamer
"I give it up." answered Harwood;
"but, by Jingo, I'm going to find outl"
At the hour appointed he called at
the address given by Graham, and It
proved to be a small office In a big
building. The name "John Graham"
was ' freshly lettered upon the glass
panel of the door. Within was some
simple furniture, Including a typewriter table and a good sited safe of an
old pattern, seemingly secondhand.
There was also a telephone.
These Inanimate objects declared
themselves in an Instant to so rapid
an observer as Harwood, and then they
vanished from bis view, and be saw
only a girl only a girl, but such a girl!
The sight of her struck Harwood
dumb. Was It possible, wsb It thinkable, that this daughter of the gods
could be associated In any way with
the underhand schemes of such a crea

itr

the old bonds of the road for new common stock, with voting rlgbts. Thus by
buying up these bonds and adding the
proceeds In stock to bis holdings thereof be could force the representatives
of the towns' Interests Into a minority
and elect a new board of directors consisting of his own dummies.
Harwood happened to get wtnd of
this scheme when It was In the bud,
and he began to buy up the bonds on
a speculation. Obviously, If he could
secure a sufficient number of them, he
would have Creamer by the windpipe
and exact an enormous price for his
'holdings.
Creamer's agents were secretly buy
log and so were Harwood's, and the
time came speedily when .Creamer
knew that some mysterious Individual
was In the market against him. Then
began a series of operations that would
'
have furnished plots for half a dozen
Detectives were en
comic operas.
gaged by the score. They dogged one
' another's footsteps and discovered ev

sev-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Men is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

W. Hook

SINGULARLY placid and In-- .
nocent looking
expression,
mild, questioning blue eyes
and a skin as fair as a child's
were bestowed upon Ernest Harwood
by fate, the Incomparable Jester. Cool,
steady and alert, a natural reader of
men, he bad the outward semblance of
the most lamblike of our species. Confidence operators perceived him Instantly In the midst of crowds, and he acquired a vast knowledge of their tricks
without paying a penny.
With no great appetite for wealth,
he yet made money. Even while In
college he engaged In various queer
ventures upon a capital of a few hundred dollars, a legacy from his last
near relative, and at the time of graduation he was known to his few Intimates to bare some thousands Invested
In stocks. After college he spent several years In leisurely travel from one
end of the country to the other, studying the whole question of Its Industrial
development In his own odd way, and
In the course of this random pilgrimage
be Increased his earthly possessions
about fourfold. And then lie came upon the adventure of the Capital Cities
railroad.
This whs a corporation utterly wrecked and given up for worthless. Iu Its
brief day It bad been capitalized at
$10,000,000 ami bad sold stock and
bonds, the proceeds belug absorbed by
the cheerful swindlers at the head of
the enterprise. The road was to connect two stale capituls, and construction bad been beguu at both ends, but
bad never reached the middle. A certain number of Investors bad bad their
period of mourning, and the percentage
of suicides bud been fully up to the average. Now the bonds and certificates
cf stock were regarded as waste paper,
preserved from mere habits of pru-
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
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of Santa Fe R'y.
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East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Lot Angeles, El Paw and
Old Mexico.- -
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ture an Oahnm?
"You are Mr. Wllsonr said the girl
In a voice that matched ber numerous
other perfections. "Will you sit down!
Mr. Grabom will be back directly."
Harwood seated himself, and outwardly he was the picture of a well
bred but naturally diffident young man
auxlous only to adjust bis behavior to
the exigencies of n somewhat embarInwardly he enrassing situation.
gaged In calm and keen analysis of the
problem Involved In Graham's conduct.
It would have been easy to jump at a
conclusion, to decide that the whole
scheme was only to bring blm Into acquaintance with a fascluatlug young
woman who would shrewdly lead blm
to talk about his business. Harwood
knew better. He acquitted the girl on
sight. In his opinion she was us Innocent as the furniture and was there
for the same purpose namely, to make
the office look tjeimttie.
"Mr. Graham lias offered me a position here," said Harwood. "May I ask
how long you have been with him?"
"Only a few days," she replied. "1
was employed by Llngard & Co., but
Mr. Graham offered me almost twice
the salary."
Llngard & Co., where Uraham'i
friend was bookkeeper! What could
that mean? Certainly It seemed to
connect this young woman directly
with the plot. But what was the plot J
tf Graham knew or suspected Harwood's identity aud bis connection
with the Capital Cities game, why
should be dream of persuading blm to
accept a clerical position? Was he so
Incredibly "hrewd as to perceive that
Harwood would not dare to refuse and
leave so black a ruystpry unsolved?
Harwood's reflections had reached
this stage when Graham entered. He
seemed to be lu excellent spirits. His
florid face and his big, loose Jointed
body radiated t spurious geniality. He
came straight to business aud made
Harwood a very fluttering offer. Except for a suspicious liberality and a
vagueness as to certain details it look-perfectly genuine.
"When do you want me to go to
work?" asked Harwood.
"Itijjlit now," answered Graham, and
then, with a laugh: "You won't have
much to do the balance of this week.

Harwood was uglmsf. So this adorable
creature really was In the plot and by so
childish a trick expected to lure him to
disclosures!
"Yes," said he; "I've heard the name."
"My father lost his money In it," said
she. "There are $100,000 of the bonds In
that envelope, and they are waste paper.
Yet he believed to the last day of bis life
that they would have a value, and he
made mo promise to take care of them

and not to sell unless the' were again
upon ths market with a regularly quoted
price."
"How does It happen that you have
them here?"
"1 kept them In the aura at Llngard A
Cb.'s,"
sjia answered.
"Naturally 1
brought them here."
Harwood rose and took a turn across
the room and back. Of course there was
nothing but waute paper In that envelope.
He could break the seal-w- ith
proper
Caution when Miss Lawrence was out ot
the office for luncheon and so satisfy
himself that she was truly a conspirator:
not because the act would be dishonorable, but (or another reason altogether,
the thought nauseated him. He looked at
Hilda Lawrence, and It seemed to him a
dreadful stroke ot destiny that she should
have come Into his life to play a role so
mean. Then suddenly something within
him refused to credit this, (ought against
It, overthrew suspicion and trampled on It.
"Miss Lawrence," said he, "there Is a
chance that your bonds will soon be
worth their face value or even more. If
you will let me see them I will tell you
the story."
she said, surprised, and
"Certainly,"
she broke the seal. The next Instant she
uttered a cry, and the envelope fell from
her hands, while many slips of blank paper fluttered down to the floor.
"Be calm," said Harwood. "Answer me
one question. Did the bookkeeper at Llngard & Co.'s know that you had these
bonds In their safe?"
"Yes," said she. "I I happened to tell
him."
"He and Graham have put up this Job
to get them," said he. "I thought they
were plotting against me, but It's clear
as day now that they took me (or genuinefor an Innocent stranger who could
be lured here to bear the blame of this
theft when you should discover It. I
have been an Incomparable donkey. But
wait!"
He went to the telephone and called a
number.
"Hello! I want to speak to Mr. Stanton. Hello! Is that you, Joe? Well, I've
got down to Graham's game. He has
stolen 1100,000 of C. C. bonds. Oct all our
sleuths out after him. What? What's
that? He's there with the bonds offering
them to you? Well, this Is luck! Oet a
Don't ask any
policeman and what?
more questions, Joe. Nab html"
"Miss Lawrence," said he, turning to
the girl, who stood amased, "If you will
Join forces with my friend and me In the
matter of the Capital Cities railroad I
can assure you that your bonds will Indeed be a fortune to you. And mean-tlthey're safe, thank heaven! Shall
hands upon our luck?"
s, Indeed!" said she.

WEBSTER AND MONEY
THE GREAT DANIEL
IN FINANCIAL

WAS

CARELESS

AFFAIRS.

He Troubled Himself Little A boat
What He Owed or Abont What Oth-e- ra
Owed HI in The Way the Famous

c
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I'm suddenly called out of town. But
when I come back we'll organize the
staff and get down to business."
And with that be rose, clapped on bis
hat and was about to depart when a
thought seemed to strike him.
"By the way," Bald be, "there may be
some payments made while I'm gone.
Put the money Into the safe. Miss
Lawrence will show you the combination."
She did so after Graham had gone.
There was nothing in the safe except
some new books of account, absolutely
blank, aud a large sealed envelope
bearing the name of Llngard & Co. In
the corner and that of Miss Hilda Lawrence In tbe usual place of address.
It fell from a pigeonhole while Hex
wood was rummaging In the safe, and
he picked It up and replaced It
"That Is my fortune," said Miss Lawrence, with a laugh.
"Indeed?" said he. "I trust that It Is
large."
"Ifs large enough," she responded,
"only It Isn't worth anything."
"How does that happen?"
She smiled at him sadly,
"Did you ever hear of tbe Capital
Cities railroad ?" she asked.

Orator Charmed Ills Creditors.
As often as nature makes a demigod
out of a man she tacks ou to bira some
badge of infirmity, some sign or token
by which the less favored of the race
may know that he is uot absolutely removed from them, but is, In certain
with them in common
ways,
kumanlty.
Tbe "godlike Daniel," "expounder of
the constitution" and father of the
sentiment of American nationality,
whose eloquence the "applause of listening senators" did command, was
mighty careless about bis financial obligations, seldom troubling himself
about what he owed or about wbaf
others owed him.
The late Erastus Corulug and Webster were warm frieuds, aud thereby Is
explained the fact that once upon a
time Mr. Corning indorsed Mr. Webster's note for a considerable amount.
As things go in this world notes must
sooner or later come due, and when
this particular note reached maturity
it went to protest. But Webster was
the "great expounder," and the firm,
uot wishing to embarrass blm, paid it.
Time passed, uud when It was supposed that Webster's lluauciiil condition was Improved Mr. Corulug was
prevailed upon by the flrui to ask Webster tf be could make It convenient to
liquidate tbe claim.
In answer to Coming's letter Webster sent a note abounding In apologies
for the trouble be had put, bis friend
to, and wound up with a most cordial
lnvltatlou to the gentleman to visit
hTm, when he would probably be In a
position to pay him, or, at least, to
give him some sort of satisfactory security.
Corning accepted tbe Invitation and
went to see tbe expounder.
Iu due time Coralugj'eturnedt home,

Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
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General Express Forwarders
TO
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All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS-MONEORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates, Csrada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
delighted ami cliaruied with bis visit
to Marsh field.
Entertaining his partners with en
thusiastic accounts of the great statesman's hospitality and with descriptions of the various incidents of bis
visit, Corning forgot to say a word
about the main objVct of the visit.
Finally, after Corning had exhaust
ed himself In describing tbe g: 1 time
he hud had, a member of (he firm
broke iu with the remark, "Well, I
suppose Mr. Webster was highly
pleased to be able to pay the note."
"Highly pleased to pay the note!" re
renders double the service
sponded Corulug. "He didn't pay any
note.
He uot only did not pay the
cny other
note, but he so charmed aud delighted
me that he got me to sign another note
for blm for $5,000, and I inn thankful
that be did not ask me to make It
$10,000, for I dou't think I could have
refused to grant his request."
The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
An old Bostoniau who knew Web
ster well told me some years ago the printing and binding iu the Territory says it makes a 'specialty
of better grades of. printing and binding caters particularly to
following story:
A rortsmonth (N. n.) tailor had a
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
bill against Webster for several hun
dred dollars. When Webster was better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
elected United States senator, tbe tai
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
lor went down fo the "Hub" to see
tsked for it, and this price is ba.ed on accurate knowledge of the
blm about his bill, thluklug that he
:ost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Comwas tbeu In a fair frame of mind to
in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
It.
pany
pay
When the Portsmouth man got to Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
Boston, Webster was holding a levee,
at which were gathered the most distinguished men of the nation.
Presenting himself at the door, the
tailor was denied admission on the
ground that Mr. Webster was engaged
with affairs of state uud could not be
disturbed.
The tailor sent up his card, which
Webster no sooner saw than he or
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
dered the gcutleman to be ushered
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
Into bis presence.
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
Receiving tho man with a cordial
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
hand shake and a look of supreme be
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOBI
nignity, Mr. Webster Introduced him,
one by oue, to the Illustrious compauy,
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY gAVl
dined him and wined him, and in the
TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THIS1 DAYi.
course of time the guests, Including
the rortsmonth man, departed.
Upon reaching home the tailor was
asked if he got the money for bis bill.
PRICE-LIS- T
'Money for my bill, tbe mischief!"
One-lin- e
inches long
not
over
he replied. "Mr. Webster treated me
lie
Stamp,
like a lord, introduced me to more big
Each additional line on tame stamp, 10e.
folks than I ever saw before In all my
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3J inches long. .t0
life, and do you suppose I could have
additional line on same stamp, 15c.
Each
the heart to mention that bill to him?"
One-lin- e
New York American.
Stamp, over 3 and not over I imche long. . . .16
Each additional line on same stamp, tOe.
Same People.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
"Halloa. Bllktns! Who are you work
Each additional line, same pries.
now ?"
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
"Same people a wife and Ave chil
dren."
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, lie extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in siw, we charg
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
Entirely
inch or fraetioi.
for one line for each one-ha- lf
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THE IRELAND PHARMACY.
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(Continued from Page Four)
Miss JvlVh Walker, teacher In the
oily schools, is back from Las VeShe returned yesterday.
gas.
Miss Louise Schnepple arrived home
yesterday from Las Vegas. She was
there attending the meeting of the
educators of the Territory.
Miss Ellen F. Daniels, who attended the meeting of the New Mexico

Educational Association, returned yesterday from the Meadow City.
Attorney Frank T. Mattison, of
who has been here several
40.
No.
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
days on legal business, left this afternoon for El Paso. He will return
to his home from the Pass City.
Attorney W. B. Chlhlers, of 'AlbuDRIED FRUIT.
CANNED GOODS.
querque, who represented Thomas S.
Dried fruit Is now on sale from the lliibhell and Frank A. Hubboll In the
Wf lira In receipt of a car of eastern
900 crop.
We are offering prunes In ouster cases before the Territorial
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
especially attractive package.
Among those are Included the
Supreme Court, left last evening for
packages' his home in the Duke City.
packages,
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
folpackages we offer as
are quoting very attractive prices on and
Mrs. John Pratt, formerly Mrs. John
these goods, which are all the very lows:
Syunington. of this city, and Miss E.
15.
In
fruit,
very
large
size,
best that It is possible for high grade
Fergnason, daughter of
10, and 05 cents.
factories to turn out.
and 'Mrs. H. B. Fergusson, of Albu
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.(10,
querque, are 'traveling In Europe and
10. 25 and 40 cents.
case $::.oo.
will spend some time In Paris.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
Miss Until Luughlin, daughter of
boxes.
in
case $3.00.
and Mrs. N. B. Laughlln of this
atJudge
is
our
On full boxes
very
price
ColFerndeli Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
if you can use so much ask city, a student at Colorado
tractive;
Ulue Label Corn, can 15c.
lege, who has been at home for a
for
price.
Ulue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
ten days, will
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents. visit during the past
Illue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
to Colorado
return
during
Springs
Evaporated Apples, very fancy,
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
the coming week to resume her course
12
cents.
cents.
at the college.
Evaporated Apricots." per pound, 25
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
The Misses Richie Sellgnian. Florcents.
cents.
ence Spitz and Jean MacKcnzie, all
20
Peaches,
per pound,
Evaporated
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
students at Wolfe Hall, at Denver,
and 25 cents.
who have spent the holidays with
pint, 15 cents.
2 pounds of California Pigs, eating,
their parents In this city, will return
for 25 cents.
to the Denver educational institution
SUNBURST.
1
pound of California Figs, cooking,
the coming week to resume their
10
for
cents.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe young ladies enjoyed
studies.
or
In
lemon added
A little
figs
The
etables is packed in Kansas.
their visit home greatly.
In cooking adds to the flavor.
faris
than
from
lower
rate
peaches
freight
the well
Miss
Lilian Whiting,
ther east and the goods are of very Dried fruit should be soaked over known author who has just written
then
and
hours
for
several
or
offer
the following night
fine quality. We
and had published the book entitled
cooked slowly In the same water until
bergalns for the present:
"The Land of Enchantment," descripsoakMarrowfat Peas, can. tender. Quick cooking without
Sunburst
tive of the section of country between
12
ease $2.25.
ing will ruin the best dried fruit.
Colorado Springs and Pikes Peak and
2 pounds
of the finest imported
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
the Pacific Coast along the line of the
12
dates for 25 cents.
case $2.50.
Santa Fo Railway system, has sailed
Dates stuffed with English walnut for
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
Rome, where she will spend the
or other nut meats make a delightful remainder of the winter and where
15: case $3.00.
confection.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
she will gather material for a book descriptive of the Eternal City. "The
Laud of Enchantment" contains several chapters on New Mexico and one
on Santa Fe. Before her departure.
Miss Whiting wrote that she enjoyed
her visit to this city very much and
expects to return in a year for a
longer stay and to gather more material for another hook.
$3.50
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Miss Pels of Denver, who has a
6.00
Good Commercial Eaton Nnt
number of friends In this city where
she has visited several times, is in El
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Pmithing, Kindling, Grte
Paso on a visit to her sister, Mrs.
tnd Corrl Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
Charles A. Fox, and her mother. Miss
Pels is a daughter of the late Martin
P. Pels, who was for a number of
u years general manager of the MaxOFFICE; Garfield Ave.. Near A., T. A S, F. Depot. 'Phone No. 85.
well land grant in Colfax County and
who is very well remembered by old
timers.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Ilfeld of Albuquerque have gone to Hot. Springs, Arkansas, for the benefit of Mr. Ilfeld's
health. They will be absent from
home two months or longer.
;A delightful little dinner
parly was
given Thursday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Luckenhach.
There were eight covers. Red and
green was the color scheme and was
suggestive of Christmas. Holly and
mistletoe were used In the table decThe old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
orations and the menu was temptingPlace" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods in governly served. Those present besides the
ment bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant r'.ub
host and hostess were Rev. and Mrs.
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
V. R. Dye, Mrs.
H. C. Lukenbach.
Miss
Dr.
Florence
Lnckenbach,
Charles A. Wheelon, and A. H.
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Foraker, who has been in Washington
and other Eastern cities for several
weeks, has reached Albuquerque, his
home.
Miss Anita Baca, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. L, Baca of this city, left
this evening for Albuquerque in company with Hon. Amado Chaves and
will visit the lat.ter's family and her
r
in the Duke City for
some days.
Hon. J. S. Duncan, of East Las Vegas, has gone to Denver with his
daughter, Miss Beula'h Duncan, who
spent the holidays with a married sis
grand-mothe-

ter at Albuquerque and who is a puat Wolf Hall, a fashionable boarding school for girls in the Queen City
of the Plains.
District Attorney F. W. Clancy, of
Albuquerque, who has many friends
in this city, after attending the adjourned session of the supreme court
here Thursday and Friday, returned
home last night.
Adjutant General A. P. TarUlngton
left yesterday for East Las Vegas on
official business.
Indications are that the usual custom of keeping "open house" on next
Tuesday, 'New Year's day, will not
bo as extensively observed In Santa
iFe social circles as upon former occasions. It, is said the custom Is
dying out In the east ito a considerable extent. A number of Santa Fe
matrons are undecided as yet whether
or not to observe the usual form this,
year while several have already announced that they do not expect to
continue the practice.
Attorney and Mrs. A. B. Renehan
next week
will go to Albuquerque
where they will spend several days
as the guests of friends.
Miguel A. Otero, Jr., son of Hon. and
Mrs. M. A. Otoro, entertained a company of his young friends at a dinner
party "on Christmas night. The table
was prettily decorated for the occasion with Christinas greens. Mrs.
The
Otero assisted In entertaining.
guests were: Misses Estellf, Bergere.
May Bergere, Mona Baca, Anita Baca,
Hope Wiley, Luna Bergere, Jack Garrett. Milton Hall, Scott Dlbert, John
McFie and Julius Loomls.
A Great Railroad Official.
A. A. Robinson, formerly chief engineer nnd general manager of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
who recently resigned as president of
tho Mexican Central, Is again in the
city of Mexico and It is understod that
he is to be given charge of the railroads of that country recently acquired by tho government. Mr. Robinson is very well and favorably known
throughout this Territory and has
many warm friends and admirers here.
Concerning his new position the Topeka State Journal says:
"Tho career of A. A. Robinson Is a
matter of personal pride to Topeka.
Throughout the years that he. has
been at the head of the Mexican Central Railway, the greatest system In
our sister republic, he has kept his
residence in this city, although his
duties have kept him away from home
most of his time. Not only that, but
Mr. Robinson Is essentially
product. His rise in the railroad wor'tl
was made on the Santa Fe, from
which road he "went to tho presidency
of the Mexican Central.
"Therefore Topeka and Kansas
gratification the statement, that
Mr. Robinson has been selected by
President Diaz as the manager of ail
the railways owned by the Mexican
government all hough Topeka had
hoped that Mr. Robinson might again
become active and personally identified with the interests of this city. It
rejoices at the honor that has come to
him, however, and it will watch with
pleasure and satisfaction the success
with which he will work out the problems of government ownership for he
will undoubtedly succeed."
pil

Minor City Topics.
(Continued from Page Five.)
Celestino Ortiz, of 115 Cerrlllos
Street, left this afternoon for Estan-cia- .
He went there to look after
property interests.
Train report at 3 p. m.: Denver &
Rio Grande one hour late. Santa Fe
train No. 1 two hours late. Santa Fo
train No. 3 six hours late. No. 2,
due this noon, will arrive at 8 o'clock
tonight. Nos. 7 and 9 are reported on
time.

Thomas .1. Tonge, formerly master
mechanic of the Zuni Mountain Railroad, which is operated by the American Lumber Company, arrived yesterday in Santa Fe. He resigned his
position as master mechanic to accept a situation as superintendent of
motive power and rolling stock on
the Santa Fe Central Railway. He has
been appointed to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of (Frank
Zink. He will leave in a day or two
to enter upon the discharge of his
new duties at Estanola.
Mr. Tonge

has 'been in the railroad business for
a number of years.
Mrs. Jose T. Sandoval, who is suffering from an attack of pneumonia,
was reported today as being out of
yesterday.
danger. She was very
The Invalid Is the wife of Deputy Probate Clerk Sandoval.
' Santa Fe Chapter No. 19, Order of
the Eastern Star, will meet tonight
at which time the newly elected officers will he Installed.
City Engineer John II. Walker this
afternoon staked off the new bridge
to be built, across the river on Galis-teStreet. The work of digging the
trenches for the structure will 'begin
111

Cream

'

Monday.

The marriage of .Miss Anita Perea
and Tomas Pino will take place Monday, January 17. The wedding will be
solemnized at Guadalupe Church. Reverend Father A. Rabeyrole will per.
Is
form the ceremony. The
a daughter of Mr. and Mi's. Francisco
Perea, (ilid the prospective groom n
son of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Pino.
bride-elect-

SANTA FE TO BE
NEXT MEETING PLACE
OF New

Pure, Healthful, Dependable
Known everywhere and guaranteed a
strictly cream of tartar baking powder; no
alum no ammonia no phosphatic acid.

Educational AssociElected
Oratorical Contest.

Mexico

ationNew

Officers

Santa Fe has been selected as the
place of meeting next year of the New
Mexico Educational Association. The
following are the newly elected officers
of the society for the ensuing year:
President, Prof. R. R. Lark In of East
Las Vegas; vice president, Miss Myrtle
Decker of Springer; recording secretary, Prof. A. D. Hoensbi.'l of Raton;
treasurer, Prof. A. B. Stroup of Albuquerque; local secretary, Prof. W.
E. Garrison of Santa Fe. Executive
committee, Prof. J. A. Wood of Santa
Fe, chairman; Prof. J, E. Clark of
Santa Fe and Prof. C. E. Hodgin of
Albuquerque.
The twenty-firs- t
annual meeting of
the New Mexico Educational Association came to a close last night after
a successful three days' session at
East Las Vegas. The feature of the
program last, evening was the annua!
New Mexico Intorscholasllc Oratorical
Contest. The Santa Fo educators who
attended the meeting returned yesterday afternoon and last, night. The
Capital City was well represented and
It was largely due to this fact that
the next convention will be held In
this city.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Hira' ' Hadley contracted a cold while
.it th meeting and was forced to come
home before adjournment last night.
He felt much better today, however,
and was at his desk at the Capitol. He
was feeling elated over the attendance
and Interest evinced at the meeting
when approached by a reporter of the
New Mexican.
"Wo had a great meeting," ho said.
"If I remember correctly tho enrollment of paid members at this last
gathering was the largest In the history of the organization. I have attended nineteen of the past twenty
meetings and none of them has been
more enthusiastic than this one.
"It is to be regretted that a certain
portion of tho teachers are so short
sighted as not to attend these meetings. So far as I see there Is nothing
at all to discourage anybody as to the
educational progress New Mexico is
making but there is n great lack of a
Just comprehension of the problem
that confronts us.
"The census of 1900 places the illiteracy of New Mexico between 33 and
34 per cent of people over ten years
of age. New Mexico is
In a column of fifty for Illiteracy. Only
three of the Southern states are
lower. The average, illiteracy of the
entire country is 10 per cent.
"The illiteracy of Iowa and Nebraska Is only about 2
per cent. If
the people would simply stop and
think of the difference between a peoout of a hunple where only 2
dred cannot read and write and of
a people where about 34 out of every
100 of those over ten years of age
cannot read pnd write they can have
some idea of the educational problem
that stares New Mexico in the face.
But we have accomplished so much In
the past sixteen years that it would
he base ingratitude to sit down and
whine because we have not done
forty-sevent- h
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powders and those which
do not give the cream of tartar

Low-price-

d

guarantee are made from alum.

what,use to give

25 ounces of baking: powder for 25 cents if 8 of those ounces are alum?
Of

STUDY THE LABEL
more."
(Professor Hadley was loud In his
shown the
praise of the cordiality
visiting delegates by the people of
Las Vegas. He said that the reception Thursday evening
was a very
pleasant occasion.
Superintendent ,T. A. Wood of the
local public schools
was also much
pleased over the success of the convention in the Meadow City. He characterized it at one of the most successful yet hold, nnd felt that all of
the educators who had attended were
well rewarded.
University Student Wins Oratorical
Contest.
drover C. Emmons, a student of the
University of New Mexico, was declared the winner of the
oratorical contest which was
liel'd at the Duncan Opera House. "Political Integrity," was (he subject of
his oration.
Other students who participated and their subjects were:
Alice iScrlbner, of the Albuquerque
Veta Bills,
High School, "Margins."
of Raton High School, "Mother's Always In the Shadow;" Lawrence Clark
of Las Vegas High
"The
School,
Money Power;"
Lytton ' Taylor, of
Xew Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, "Shall Political
draft Continue?" Edward Comstock,
of New Mexico Normal
University,
"True Americanism."
The orations were interspersed with
musical numbers. The students competing In the oratorical contest were
all warmly applauded and the judges
had no easy task In awarding the honors. The medals .were presented by
Professor J. E. Clark, the newly apof
pointed assistant superintendent
public Instruction, who is president of
the Oratorical Association.

Public cordially invited to these
services.
Methodist Church.
15. C. Anderson,
Pastor.
'Sunday school 9:45 a. .in,
'Preaching 11 a. m.
Theme; "A Xew Year's Interrogation."
Epworth League G: 15 p. m.
Preaching 7:30.
Subject: "Time and Eternity."
Church of the Holy Faith.
Rev. V. R. Dye in charge.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer with sermon at 11
o'clock,
Evening prayer at 7' o'clock.
All cordially Invited.

MARKETT REPORT

c

.

MONEY

AND

METALS.

'

New York, Dec. 2!). Prime mercantile paper, fiiSG
silver, G!l
money on call, nominal, no loans.
New York,
Dec. 29. Copper and
lead firm, unchanged.
St. Louis, Doc. 2!). 'Spelter higher
C.C2

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 2!). When t; Dec.
73fffl-8- ;
May 75ffll-8- .
'
May 43
Corn, Dec. 40
33
3C.
Dec.
May
Oats,
Pork, Jan. $15.S5; May $10.45.
Lard, Jan. $9.15; May $9.30.
Ribs, Jan. $S.(!2
May $8.87
WOOL MARKET.
Mo
Dec. 29. Wool
St. Louis,

steady, unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
Closing stocks:
Atchison, 103
pfd., 98.
New York Central, 130.
Pennsylvania, 138.

Southern Pacific. 92.
Union Pacific, 178

Notary Public Appointed,
Augustin V. Valdez of Ledoux, Mora
County, has been appointed a notary
public by Covernor Hagerman.

Copper, 113
Steel, 47

.

pfd.. 94.

7--

pfd., 103
LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 29. Cattla
Native
unchanged.
receipts, 300;
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
steers, $4.256.50; Southern steers,
Cathedral Church.
$3.255.25; Southern cows, $23.G0;
Second Sunday of Advent.
native cows and helferB, $2.155;
stackers and feeders, $34.C0; bulls,
Sunday, December 30, 190G.
First 'Mass at 7 a. m.
$2.404,25; calves, $3G.75; Western
Second mass at 9:30 a. m, Sermon fed steers, $3.756.50; Western fed
in English.
cows, $2.254.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m, Sermon
Sheep receipts, none; nominally
in Spanish.
steady. Muttons, $4.505.75; lambs..
Vespers and Benediction at 4:30. $6.257.G0; range wethers, $4.50(f9
'
0.00; fed ewes, $45.35.
First Presbyterian
reP. Sevier, Pastor.
Chicago, 111., Dec- 29. Cattle
ceipts 300, steady; beeves $4C80;
Sunday school 9:45.
cows and heifers $1.505.10; stackers
'Preaching 11 o'clock.
and feeders $2.604.60; Texans $3.75
Subject: "Numbering Our Days."
4.50; westerners $3,905.40; calvee
Junior Endeavor 2:30.
':
Y. P. S. C. E. 6:30.
$G8.50.
Sheep (receipts 2,000 steady; sheep
Preaching 7:30.
$3.755.70; lambs $4.G57.75.
Subject: "The Man Jesus Saw."
Church-Georg-

'.
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For The Home People

Subscribe for the Dally New Mex!
can and get the news.

ALL GOODS AT COST UNTIL THE HOLIDAYS.

Boy Your Christmas Gifts of

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAM
FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL CARDS

Over 300 Views Of Santa

Fe,

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

Indian Pueblos and Few Mexico Scenes.

ALL OTHER OOODS TO CORRESPOND

INDIAN WARE, TURQUOIS AND FILIGREE SPECIALTIES
San Francisco

Street

finest

the
hotels and restaurants, but

did not

DRAWN WORK AT COST

301-30- 3

"We dined in

J. S. CANDELARIO, Proprietor.

find

some of

tackage, one pound full weight,

any coffee to excel

ARBUCKLES'
ARIOSA COFFEE and the
earing the name

in quality Arbuckles'ARIOSA."
what one lady writes and
millions of others prove they believe,
by using more Arbuckles ARIOSA
That

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and c
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.60. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

is

37 years, ought to induce
body to at leasUample it.

every-

than all the other packaged
The cities hide many country girls
coffees in the United States put and
boys who secretly sigh for a
"
"
together.
of
cup good coffee like mother made.
The fact that Arbuckles' "Mother" probably used the old
ARIOSA Coffee costs less and original " Arbuckles' " the first roasted
Coffee

has suited the health and taste of packaged coffee.
See that you get the sealed
most American people for over

Ii

? nn

SANTA

genuine article, no matter
where you buy it or what price you pay
for it.

NEW YORK CTIY.

FE

(tapir Ae.

NEW

MEXICO,

STEAM HEATED.

g
g
g
S

ALL MODERN CONVENI

ENCES FOR SICK

Same old Coffee, same old firm.

ARBUCKLE BROS.,

DHMMflniUUI.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.

That is the

-

niiiiTinniii

Cor. Water St. and

signature of Arbuckle Brothers,
which entitles you to presents.

If your grocer won't supply, write to

nui
UhU

UH
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